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Abstract
Previous accounts about the presence of women of African descent on Latin American
legislatures outline Peru as an exceptional case. In 2013, Peru had three Afro-Peruvian women in
its national congress, all of them former volleyball players. Compared to other countries where
Black women were almost inexistent in legislatures, Peru was in a better position. Simultaneously,
Afro-Peruvian women’s organizations and leaders denounce their marginalization from political
spaces. This work sought to explore the experiences of Afro-Peruvian congresswomen elected
between the years 2000 and 2016 and their relation to political power. Intersectionality serves as
theoretical framework for this research because Black women’s experiences require an
understanding of race and gender as mutually constituted and product of the intersection of
different systems of oppression. The resulting analysis of four semi-structured interviews with
current and former Afro-Peruvian congress representatives shows how race and gender affects
their lives and political trajectory. First, they experience gendered racialization, specifically by the
media which publicly situates them as Black, regardless of their self-identification. Second, AfroPeruvian congresswomen reported experiencing discrimination while serving in congress. Finally,
their political trajectories represent cases of exception within the structure, rather than changes
toward a more inclusive political sphere. They occupy ambiguous spaces of exception because
their presence in congress makes them hyper visible as Black women, while they are kept in the
margins of effective political power.
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Introduction
The event has already started when I arrived. It was a panel about Afro-Peruvian 1 women and
political representation. I had to commute an hour and a half from my parents’ house, in the periphery, to
the “modern” area of Lima, Peru. The Community of Andean Nations’ building is located in San Isidro, the
business heart of the city. In one of its auditoriums, people gathered to listen to the experiences and
perspectives of three Black women in politics. I was expecting to find one of the women I planned to
interview for this research. None of them were there; neither as a presenter or as part of the audience.
The women in the panel were diverse. One of them was a former candidate for city councilor of
Villa el Salvador, another was a councilmember of her district (Barranco) and another was part of a social
program called “Young Parliament” 2. They were politically active at different levels of government but
none of them participated at the national level. The first, Janette Otoya, previously ran for the National
Congress and now worked in the office of a congress representative. Lía Zevallos, the youngest participant
in the panel, had a role that mimicked political power, as the Young Parliament is not a political institution
but a social program from the congress to promote citizen’s political participation.
Precisely because the panelists were diverse their stories presented convergences and divergences.
A pattern in their presentations was the issue of discrimination. First, the city councilor remembered the
discrimination she faced in school and the role it played in making her aware of her blackness. Later,
Zevallos considered that shared discriminations opened the possibility of political alliances among

In this document, I use Afro-Peruvian, afro descendant, of African descent and Black interchangeably because I am
mostly concerned with the effects of being classified as such, rather than diverse identities among the population who
descend from African people enslaved during European colonial rule. Yet, the language used here does not necessarily
represent the reality of Peruvian categories used to refer to Black people. Tanya Golash-Boza (2010) extensively
addresses this issue in the Peruvian context.
2
The Young Parliament is a program implemented by the Peruvian National Congress Office of Citizen Participation
with funds from the Hanns Seidel Foundation (Germany).
1

1

vulnerable populations. Both interventions draw on their own life experiences setting aside any political
affiliation, as if being Black women in politics could unite them beyond partisanship.
“Women have specific ways to fight against racial discrimination,” said Otoya when it was her
turn. She identified herself as the only Black woman on her political party, which meant a constant struggle
for her. Her statement was impactful because by analyzing the unique experiences of Afro-Peruvian women
and examining their “specific” strategies, researchers can expose the systems of oppression that sustain
their marginalization from political power. This was on my mind when I asked the panel what they thought
influenced their access to political positions. My question went lost among other questions from the
audience and was left unanswered, as the panelists moved onto debates about their relation to the AfroPeruvian social movement and the existence of racism in Peruvian society.
As the panelists did not answer my question, my initial concern about the challenges Black women
face in order to access political power persisted. The Black women sharing their testimony that morning
were at the same time examples and exceptions. Examples of Black women participating in the political
realm and exceptions within the group of most Black Peruvian women who remain marginalized, both
physically and symbolically, from institutions of political power. However important for Black women’s
collective political participation, the panelists’ role remained relatively marginal as they did not hold high
political positions nor were central figures in politics. Their access showed some progress, but also raised
questions regarding overall Afro-Peruvian women in the political sphere.

Which women are “we”?
The second part of the event was a panel about democracy, citizens' participation and the
importance of women’s visibility in politics. The panelists for this table were not Black and represented
feminist organizations and governmental institutions like the National Elections Jury and the Ministry of
Culture. After a debate about the ways in which Black women face specific barriers and discrimination in
2

their political careers, this panel presented a more general view on the issues of gender and political
participation. The panel that talked about the civil society and governmental actions to promote political
participation did so from a color-blind perspective.
According to the feminist organizations, women should demand parity of representation in all
levels of government: local, regional and national. “We are half of the population; we want half of the
power” is the slogan for this campaign. This reform is an upgrade on the mechanism of gender quotas.
While quotas require political parties to present 30% of female candidates for election, political parity aims
to achieve equal participation between men and women in decision-making and political spaces (Albaine,
2015). This demand to the Peruvian government is framed by the UN Women agenda to achieve gender
parity by the year 2028 3.
As she presented the importance of political parity and pervasiveness of political harassment for
women’s political participation, a representative of a feminist NGO talked about identity groups as discrete.
“We want our share of power. If we are not in power, we have nothing. If Afro-Peruvian populations are
not there, they have nothing either. The same for indigenous populations”, she asserted. Which women was
she referring to when she said “we”? If Afro-Peruvian and indigenous populations must find their own ways
apart from women’s paths to power, it is left to wonder what share of power is left for racialized women.
From a white feminist perspective, she discussed power sharing, but did not extend those concerns to
include the political power of indigenous and Black women. This discourse ignores the close relation
between different categories of oppression, mainly race and gender, and exacerbates the differences among
women.
Here is where feminist and Black feminist agendas part ways in the Peruvian context. While
mainstream feminists aim for parity, the disenfranchisement of Black women in Peru is not simply a matter
of equating the amount of men and women in political positions. It is fundamentally structural barriers that

See UN Women (2019), for more information on gender parity:
work/gender-parity-in-the-united-nations
3

3

https://www.unwomen.org/es/how-we-

prevent them from accessing political power regardless of gender quotas. Gender quotas did not increase
Black women’s presence nor representation in congresses and legislatures across Latin America. Why
would gender political parity help them? As Albaine (2015) suggests, the context for parity reform is even
more complex for groups intersected by ethnic identities who are intersectionally discriminated.
In Peru, we lack data about the number of Black women prior and after the implementation of
gender quotas in 1997. At the same time, five women classified as Black or of African descent have been
elected for the Peruvian congress since 2000. Htun (2016) considers this an exceptional case within the
Latin American region where, as of 2013, Black women were almost nonexistent in national legislatures.
The presence of those five women could be understood as a progress in Black women’s presence in
Peruvian high political levels. I suggest this might not be the case for three reasons.
First, because they are not central political figures. Most of them are celebrities in spaces outside
politics (i.e. volleyball), but their role in the political sphere is not emphasized. Their paths to elected office
are publicly known but have not been analyzed before. This is one of the goals of this thesis, as their political
trajectories can provide insights about how some Black women access political power. The impact of their
work once in congress is another important question, although outside the scope of this thesis.
Second, as I will show in this research, the intersectional construction of race and gender locates
them outside of political power. Black women are expected to be in certain spaces like arts and sports
(Carrillo and Carrillo, 2011), but not in politics. In that sense, it is possible to view those Black women
elected for congress as “outsiders within” (Collins, 2016). They became part of an important political
institution in the country through elections, in a context where political power is still considered to be white
and masculine. In order to discover the role of racialized gender oppression in building Black women as
not belonging to the political realm, I examine Afro-Peruvian congresswomen’s experiences in congress.
Finally, previous research indicates they do not openly identify as Black (Ríos-Indacochea, 2015)
nor carry a Black women’s agenda (Quevedo, 2014), which can inhibit the possibility of other organized
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Black women to associate with them in order to pursue a common agenda. In that sense, their presence has
not ensured the substantive representation of Black Peruvian women. Afro-Peruvian women’s political
agenda still shows specific concerns about access to political power, as I introduce next.

Afro-Peruvian women’s political agenda
Women of African descent in Peru and Latin America have demands about their political
participation and representation that are different than those of mainstream feminism. Presencia y Palabra:
Mujeres Afroperuanas (Presence and Word: Afro-Peruvian Women) is an afro-feminist collective that
groups women from different Afro-Peruvian social organizations. One of its goals is to contribute to public
policy design for Afro-Peruvian women (Presencia y Palabra 2017). This group has become a vector for
Black women’s political visibility using a feminist ideology and praxis that represents their contexts and
experiences (Lewis and Thomas 2019). Presencia y Palabra’s work includes confronting racist practices in
the Peruvian feminist movement, which, as stated above, can be oblivious of the intersections between
gender and other categories of oppression. Just as Sueli Carneiro (2014) suggests about Black women’s
relation to Latin American feminism, the western and white roots of feminism are hegemonic in viewing
gender differences, so poor and non-white women struggle to include their specificity into the Latin
American feminist movement.
After interviewing 15 organizations that work on issues related to women of African Descent in
Latin America and the Caribbean, the Organization of American States and Asuntos del Sur gathered what
they call the Activism Agenda of Afro Descendant Women. Advocacy is one of the main goals for the
International Decade for People of African Descent (2014 – 2024) and is also a tool for Afro-descendant
women empowerment. This would contribute to the development of this population in the Americas as it
impacts governments and their budgets (Francis Bone and Lara, 2017).
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Political advocacy, however, does not happen in a void. The activists interviewed for that OAS
document reported the importance of patriarchal, “machistas”, classists and Eurocentric structures barring
access of Black women’s possibilities to advocate for their rights (Francis Bone and Lara, 2017). In order
to advance political participation and public policy advocacy, it is necessary to recognize those elements.
For the Peruvian case, the Activism Agenda of Afro Descendant Women highlights the persistence
of discrimination in the higher political positions, especially for the case of women of African descent. As
one of the Peruvian Black women in the panel about political participation stated, she experienced even
more discrimination while participating in formal politics than before, when she was a community
organizer. Such practices show that spaces of power are restricted for Black women, among other
marginalized populations.
Black women in Peru and Latin America recognize the importance of political advocacy and their
access to political power. Structural barriers derived from patriarchy, machismo, classism and Eurocentrism
are, according to some Afro-Peruvian activists, preventing Black women from advocating for their own
rights. Furthermore, the experience of other Afro-Peruvian women who have had access to political
positions include discrimination within the political institutions. The perspectives from the Afro-Peruvian
women’s activists asks for a deeper examination of Black women’s lack of political power in Peru, even
when women that are classified as Black have been elected for congress. Does their election intervene the
traditional structures that have marginalized Black women from political power? This is one of the
questions that drive this research.

The Organization of the Work
My task is to explore how the intersectional construction of race and gender influence AfroPeruvian women’s access to political power. I do so by focusing on the experiences of Afro-Peruvian
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congresswomen elected between the years 2000 4 – 2016. After gathering data through semi-structured indepth interviews, I analyze it in light of the previous literature on the topic and using an intersectional
framework. Therefore, the following chapters are organized as follows.

Chapter overview
In the first chapter, I describe the background and context of this research. It includes a brief
overview of Peruvian history in relation to racial and gender inequalities. I also describe Peruvian ethnoracial and gender composition, along its specific machismo and racism. Afro-Peruvian women’s current
situation is explored in terms of the inequalities affecting them, the gaps in gender-based and race-based
policy, and their leadership and political participation. Finally, I introduce preliminary findings about recent
changes in political representation that include them.
Chapter 2 examines how other scholars have studied Black women’s experiences inside and outside
of politics, and the link between both. First, I compile perspectives on Black women and political inequality
in Latin America. Since there is a gap in the literature about Black women’s experiences in the Latin
American political realm, I broaden the scope of the literature review to Black women’s experiences in
politics in the United States and Black women’s experiences in general. The literature review shows that
bodies are central for Black women’s identities and oppression. There also exists a tension amidst the
presence and absence of Black women in the political realm because the inclusion of some female congress
representatives that are classified as Black has not meant Black women are effectively present in the
political realm. Finally, I also incorporate the experiences of Black women in politics in terms of class
differences, whitening and sports.
The third chapter presents the theories that frame my research. I review intersectionality as a useful
framework to shed light on a population which specificity is often ignored: Afro-Peruvian women.
4

Research reports the first Afro-Peruvian congresswoman was elected in 2000.
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Intersectionality implies an understanding of power I take from Patricia Hill Collins, along with her
framework of domains-of-power. I close the chapter with remarks coming from decolonial feminism about
intersectionality.
The chapter on methodologies reports the way I collected the data with details about the procedure.
I also make explicit my positionality as a researcher. Next I refer to the setting and the participants of my
study. The process of data analysis makes part of this chapter too.
Chapter 5 brings together the answers of the participants into an analysis. Themes that emerged
from the interviews are accompanied with topics that stand out in previous literature. Before discussing
matters of identity and hair, I explore how the bodies of Black congresswomen play a role on their
racialization. Subsequently, I look at the participants experiences of discrimination while serving as
congress representatives. A detail about them that arose from the literature was Black congresswomen
background in sports, so I address the theme in relation to their socio-economic situation. To end, I consider
their paths to election as congresswomen as ambiguous spaces of exception, because they do not challenge
overall Black women’s conditions of structural inequalities.
Finally, I retake Collins framework of domains-of-power to structure my conclusions. In the
structural domain-of-power I observe that Afro-Peruvian women experience inequalities without an
adequate response from the government. Those inequalities include access to political rights like political
representation and participation, even when some Black women are elected for congress. In the cultural
domain-of-power I take into account machismo and the stigma surrounding Blackness in Peruvian society,
as they affect in different ways Black women’s lives. Body politics and racialization of Black women and
congresswomen reveal aspects of the disciplinary domain-of-power that marginalizes Black women from
political power. Finally, the everyday interactions that make explicit Black women are “out of place” when
they step into politics, are representative of the interpersonal domain. I close the thesis by providing some
future research ideas.

8

Conclusion
This thesis is concerned with inequalities in access to political power that affect women of African
descent in Peru. For this, I center my analysis in the experiences of Afro-Peruvian women that were elected
for congress. Quantitative approaches to the absence of women of African descent in Latin American
politics obscure the impact of race and gender in Afro-Peruvian women’s access to political power even
when they are elected. This thesis will not delve into issues of representation but does explore their identities
and their perceptions on race and gender.
The presence of Black women in politics shows that even if they are included in formal political
institutions, they remain at the margins of political power. The mere focus on their presence obscures the
fact that being in a place they are not supposed to be impacts their experiences. This makes me wonder to
what extent overcoming structural and material barriers to political positions is enough to change the
hegemonic construction of political power. To end, I consider their paths to election as congresswomen as
ambiguous spaces of exception, because they do not challenge overall Black women’s conditions of
structural inequalities.
Peruvian policies that ignore racial diversity among women population and the lack of racial
diversity in politics, leave Afro-Peruvian women in a vulnerable position. The election of Afro-Peruvian or
Black congresswomen is a step forward, but these few elected representatives are often highlighted in a
way that makes the problems of political representation among Afro-Peruvian women in Peru invisible.
Despite their presence, not only is there still an issue of representation and barriers to election for AfroPeruvian women, most telling, even when they are elected, they face unique challenges. Ultimately, I argue
that only with an intersectional analysis, can researchers fully appreciate the challenges that Afro-Peruvian
women face both as it relates to their access to political power and their experiences as congresswomen.
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Chapter 1
Background
Introduction
For years, Afro-Peruvian populations have been statistically invisible. The recent creation of the
Afro-Peruvian legal subject (Noles, 2019) has changed the panorama of Peruvian official discourse, to
certain extent. In practice, Afro-Peruvian women specifically remain vulnerable amidst the rise of both
race-based and gender-based policies of political inclusion. Elements such as machismo and racism are
prominent problems in Peruvian society that prevent people from accessing political power depending on
their gender and racial classification. Conversely, mestizaje as a national and racial project, limits the spaces
available to discuss racial inequality in Peru. This helps explain the lack of attention to racial differences
among women and the respective differences in access to political power. The extent to which the
intersection of gender and racial differences affects Black women’s access to political power remains a
question in the Peruvian context.
The information available about Afro-Peruvian women in congress indicates that they share some
characteristics. First, they do not necessarily identify themselves as Black or Afro-Peruvian (Valdivia,
2013). They come from diverse political parties and groups from different points of the spectrum between
the political right and left. Finally, once elected, some of them had advanced an agenda related with
minorities (Htun, 2014). We know less about their political trajectories, how they were elected and the role
of race and gender in their experiences.
Peru is doing relatively better than other Latin American countries regarding the election for
congress of women who are classified as Black by scholars and society. Does this mean Peruvian society
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is more progressive than other Latin American societies? Recent data about Afro-Peruvian women show
the specific inequalities they face in relation to other groups. Overall the socio-economic situation and life
conditions of Afro-Peruvian women continues to be problematic regarding education, employment and
healthcare. As I illustrated in the introduction, their political agenda continues to be at the margin of political
institutions. During the period here analyzed (2000-2016) there has not been meaningful progress in specific
legislation addressing Black women’s socioeconomic conditions (Quevedo, 2014).Then, how have the
Black women elected for Peruvian congress navigated a system that traditionally excludes people who look
like them from the political realm? Whether their election for political positions means an improvement in
Black Peruvian women’s access to political power and how they experience the intersection of racial and
gender constructions once elected, are two that guide this research.
With that in mind, I have chosen to explore Afro-Peruvian congresswomen experiences and
trajectories in politics. The Peruvian context suggests rethinking whether their presence in the public
political sphere has meant that they were exempt from racism and sexism. Here I provide a brief background
on Peruvian history and ethno-racial composition, with a focus on the situation of Afro-Peruvian women. I
also present the mechanisms of political inclusion existent in Peru. Finally, the role of Black female leaders
and their political participation are also discussed before presenting the preliminary findings on Black
women’s access to political power.

Perú
Peru is a South American country located in the Pacific coast. It is the third largest country and has
the fourth largest population in South America with 32 million inhabitants. Lima, its capital, has 8.5 million
people.
The history of Peru started with the Spaniard invasion of the Inca imperium in 1532. Since then the
territory known as Tahuantinsuyo became a colony of the Spanish crown. As a period of exploitation and
11

enslavement, the colonial rule set the basis for structural inequalities based on race, gender and ethnicity.
As postcolonial and decolonial scholars suggest, the constructions of race (Quijano, 2014) and gender
(Lugones, 2011), were created by and through colonial rule in Latin American countries like Peru.
While the story of indigenous people is that of land domination, African people and their
descendants arrived in Peru as part of the global enslavement trade in the middle of the 16th century. Race,
as a category of oppression, generally implies indigenous and Afro descendant people. As I will later
present, the construction of race for both groups have been different.
Federico Chalupa, regarding José María Arguedas's novel Los Ríos Profundos, tracks and analyzes
certain racial projects in Peru that have "functionalized the physicality of the human body as an important
marker on which imaginaries of the body of the nation are built" (2013, p. 268). For Chalupa, such projects
are fundamental in a racial system because they start "the ideological work of interconnecting social
structures with cultural representations" (2013, p. 269). The representations of Peruvian society in cultural
artifacts (i.e. novels) were part of the system of ideas from racial projects. Those representations attached
certain bodies to spaces in the social structure and delineated where white, mestizos, indigenous and Black
populations belonged to in society.
One of the national/racial projects in Peru was the mestizaje, which implied the Peruvian population
was the product of a mixture of Spaniard, indigenous and Black races. Such discourse also carried the
assumption that real and discrete racial groups existed and could be distinct components of one new group.
Mestizaje as a racial project took place in other Latin American countries as well, with some differences
among them (Wade, 2016). Chalupa (2013) explains that through the national discourse of mestizaje,
indigenous and Black populations were included in the struggle for Peruvian Independence. The rhetoric
of racial inclusion and universalism of mestizo Peruvian identity compelled all Peruvians to fight for
Independence, even though the racial inequalities were still in place. The recognition of the contribution of
indigenous and black people to the wars of independence was only temporarily. The institution of slavery
was legally abolished on 1854, years after the declaration of independence of Peru in 1821.
12

Chalupa wrote, "Once embarked on the process of building the postcolonial nation, they resumed
the imagination of the previous years" (2013, p. 270); that is, indigenous and Black people went back to
being marginalized from the nation building. Moreover, Peruvian political elite turned to a national project
of whitening in the early twentieth century. The plan was to “improve” the country’s racial composition by
importing European people. Rather than exceptional, this discourse aligned with racial projects across the
region (Rahier, 2004).
The exclusion of indigenous and Black peoples from the task of building the nation also had an
impact on their place in the imaginary: far from the sphere of power. This relationship (black and indigenous
equivalent to inferior) has taken other forms over the years but continues to be part of the foundations of
today's Peruvian racism. Black people and social movements in Peru keep struggling for recognition in a
context that pretends to be mestizo and color-blind. Regardless of the recent creation of legislation that
protects Afro-Peruvian population (Noles, 2019) the overall trend in society is to ignore the impact of racial
differences, even though they give shape to citizenship and everyday interactions.

Ethno- racial composition
Peru has an official discourse that takes pride on its cultural and racial mixture. A country of “every
blood” 5 (País de todas las sangres), where everyone has either indigenous or African blood. This apparently
inclusive discourse conceals the reality of racism and racial inequalities in the country. The effects of
mestizaje as a political discourse included the statistical invisibility of people of African descent. Until
recently, the ethno-racial composition of the country referred only to indigenous population, through native
language and geographical location. The rest of the population were just assumed mestizos.
The last National Census reported that most Peruvians speak Spanish as their first language (83.9%)
and self-identify as mestizos (60.2%). Quechua (22.3%) and White (5.9%) are the other two most frequent
5

Every blood (1964) is the title of a novel by Jose Maria Arguedas that embraces the rhetoric of mestizaje.
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ethnic identities among Peruvians. Fourth in the list is the category Afro descendant 6 with 3.6% of the
population (INEI, 2018).
Sex is the first most important demographic indicator for the Peruvian National Institute of
Statistics and Informatics, in charge of the National Census. Women are more than half of the population
(50,8%). From them, 3.2% self-identify as Black or of African descent, 60.1% as Mestizas, 22.5% as
Quechua and 6.3% as White (INEI, 2018).
The results from the Census show that the number of people of African descent is relatively low
both absolutely and in relation to white, indigenous and mestizo Peruvians. Despite the limitations of this
first census with the ethno-racial identity variable, its results open new questions about how the government
should address inequalities. Is it because of their size that their issues should be ignored? Do we need AfroPeruvians to represent a bigger portion of the population in order to pay attention to their issues?
These numbers make visible a population that was traditionally ignored by popular and official
discourses. Tanya Golash-Boza (2011) in her book Yo Soy Negro: Blackness in Peru, points out that Black
people are notably absent from the Peruvian political sphere, while they are more visible in specific realms
of the same society. Even if there was African heritage in Peruvian music, dances and cuisine, the people
who embodied that heritage in the present was frequently dismissed.

Machismo and Racism in Peru
Machismo
Rooted in Spain, machismo is a cultural belief that divides genders in two classes (Hernandez,
2003). Men and women are divided as two separate ways of existing in society where men and their interests

The Peruvian National Census included the labels negro, moreno, zambo, mulato/ pueblo afroperuano o
afrodescendiente as one category.

6
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prevail over women. Patricia Hernandez asserted, in 2003, that machismo and cultural norms about gender
behavior are why there are few laws to protect women in Latin America. Furthermore, those laws that
already exist are not really enforced (Hernandez, 2003). Machismo is also a “framework of individual and
governmental organizations that are fundamentally flawed and based upon the inequality of women and the
rights of male over female” (Hernandez 2003, p. 860). It is pervasive to all Latin American countries and
sets the tones for expectations on women’s duties, responsibilities and behaviors. Therefore, social,
economic and political inequalities are in part a product of machismo.
Currently, the Peruvian government recognizes the differences that gender makes in the lives of its
citizens. In that sense, the National Institute for Statistics and Informatics gathers specific data and publishes
reports on what they call the gender gap. The last report from 2017 found that Peru’s Gender Inequality
Index is 0.391, in a scale from 0 (no inequality) to 1 (complete inequality). Numbers without context cannot
be representative of reality, but this data is important because it is the government’s self-reported
performance.
The role of the Peruvian state, according to Jelke Boesten (2012) is far from contributing to erase
gender gaps or gender-based violence. Being a patriarchal state, its structure follows a systematic
subordination of women by men. In Peru, like in other Latin American countries, patriarchal authority did
not change after Independence (Boesten, 2012). The new countries incorporated in their laws both French
civil codes and colonial legislation. As a product, the state continued to be a major agent in reproducing
gender inequalities. Even though the twentieth century brought improvement for women’s rights, the
Peruvian state allows “institutional as well as domestic violence against women exist” (Boesten 2012, p.
366).
The Peruvian internal armed conflict is central to grasp how activism and academia currently view
gender differences. The period of terrorist violence during the 80s and 90s affected particularly the Andean
zone of the country, and the women that inhabited it (Garcia-Ponce, 2015). This situation can explain why
research concerned with gender inequalities and gender violence in Peru became more interested in
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indigenous women. It is curious to notice, for instance, that accounts about the issue of gender in Peru talk
about the intersections of class, race, and gender in general terms but only refer to indigenous women
(Boesten, 2012; Tantalean, 2019).

Racism
The mere use of the term “Peruvian racism” can provoke polemic. Some Peruvian academics deny
the existence of race and racism in Peru (Rochabrun, Manrique and Drinot 2014) and reduce importance to
the impact of race in our everyday lives (Callirgos, 1993). The discourse on mestizaje is deeply ingrained
in society. It suggests every Peruvian is the product of a race mixture. As if Jose Vasconcelos’ project of a
“cosmic race” was fully achieved there, it is commonly said in Peru that “who does not have Indian blood,
has Black blood.” 7
In Peru, a mixture of physical and clothing markers commonly marks the race of indigenous
women. Deborah Poole (2000) explains how they are categorized as “indias” because of their hats and
skirts. Thus, it is mainly their clothing instead of their bodies what influence their racial classification.
Racial classification in Peru is also not uniform. Some indigenous groups are characterized in terms of
language and clothing, while people of African descent are defined by physical characteristics as skin color
or hair texture (Valdivia, 2014). The variety of racial markers according to different racialized groups blurs
the limits of racial classification. In the process, race becomes hard to conceptualize or operationalize
(Kogan, 2010). Even though race is at stake in most aspects of everyday life in Peru (Callirgos, 1993;
Rochabrun, Manrique and Drinot 2014), it is hard to define what is race in the Peruvian context. Possibly,
this is also one reason why it is so difficult for Peruvians to identify themselves with a racial group.

Translation from a popular Peruvian phrase about racial diversity: “Quien no tiene de Inga, tiene de Mandinga”.
“Inga”, in this case, alludes the indigenous population, while “Mandinga”, the Afro descendant one.
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Racism and racial discrimination exist in Peru and have specific attributes that differentiate it from
similar experiences around the world. Segregation in the United States, the Apartheid system in South
Africa, and Nazism in Germany are three paradigms used to analyze racial discrimination in other contexts.
At the end of the 1990s, Suzanne Oboler (2005) tried to study racism and discrimination in Peru. Her
interviewees, law students from Lima, roundly denied the existence of racism in their country. As their
context lacked expressions of racism like the other paradigmatic cases, they concluded what happened in
Peru was not racism. For them, all Peruvians were mestizos and equals. They were able to identify
discrimination as a social problem, but it was hard for them to define why discrimination took place. Rather
than race, they considered a person’s class or last name as reasons for discrimination.
Additionally, as Oboler (2005) points out, Peruvian people consider their society is not racist
because they compare their case to the United States segregation. This belief makes it difficult to even talk
about race and racism, because Peru never had an episode of official racial segregation and of outright racial
and lynching that marks the history of the United States. This is a nuclear difference between how race and
racism are understood in the United States society and how they are viewed in Peru. The United States has
a legal tradition that Peru lacks. Thus, racism takes a different shape in Peruvian society.
After almost 80 years of statistical invisibility, a question about racial and ethnic self-identification
was included in the 2017 national census. For years, indigenous and Afro-Peruvian activists worked
insistently in order to get disaggregated data about the socio-economic living conditions of the population
according to their race and/or ethnicity. Not surprisingly, as soon as this became public the mass media
called it a scandal: The census was going to ask Peruvians how they identified themselves racially! (Peru21,
2017) Dozens of questions raised among Peruvians in social media about how to answer such a question
(El Economista América, 2017; Peru.com, 2017; Trome, 2017). In Peru, a nation of “all bloods and races”
we are all the same, races do not exist and asking about them was considered racist and discriminatory by
the mainstream media and many white and mestizo Peruvians. For instance, Mauricio Mulder, a famous
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Peruvian politician declared to the press that he did not know what race he belonged to and classified the
question as discriminatory and racist (Peru21, 2017).
An apparently pluralistic and racially fluid context assumes Peru is beyond race and drowns “the
voices of those fighting for racial equality” (Bonilla-Silva 2014, p. 227). Racial inequality remains but the
space for talking about it is restricted. In Racism without Racists, Eduardo Bonilla-Silva (2014) explores
how race and racism keep operating in the US within discourse after the Civil Rights reforms. Similar to
the Peruvians outraged by the ethno racial question in the census, color blindness’ advocates in the US
pretend to live in a society where races do not exist, as there is no legal system based on racial differences
(anymore). Both discourses pretend to ignore color and physical differences among people while race
continues to be a fundamental principle of social organization. At the same time, race as a concept, remains
poorly understood and inadequately explained (Omi and Winant, 2015).
Castas paintings used to represent the racial categories during the Hispanic colonial rule in Latin
America (Busey and Cruz, 2017). The paintings aimed to show the racial hierarchy in colonial societies of
17th and 18th centuries. They consisted of 12 or 16 family groups located in order from ‘pure’ white at the
top, to black or Indian at the bottom. Skin color, hair texture, facial features, clothing and frames were used
as markers to stratify the groups. The taxonomies aimed to be rigid, but it became impossible to represent
all the possible racial combinations on drawings. Their role for colonial society however was central. These
paintings served to assign each individual a “place”, rights and privileges (or lack of them) according to
how they looked and who were their ancestors.
Those paintings also institutionalized the labels used to classify people and their mixed offspring.
“Negro”, “zambo”, “blanco”, “indio”, “cobrizo”, and their respective female counterparts, were
denominations present on those paintings. The list of categories became more and more extensive. Diego
Von Vacano (2014) stresses the inherent absurdity of the bizarre names gave to racially mixed individuals:
“lobo” (wolf), “salta atras” (jump backwards), “tente en el aire” (hold yourself in the air), “albarazado”, or
even “no te entiendo” (I don’t understand you).
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The castas system established during colonial rule (1517 – 1821) has lost its institutional
legitimacy. The state does not refer to them in order to assign rights officially to its citizens. However,
castas continue to be a structure that gives meaning to our social relations. The racial classification of
Peruvian society is currently a visible colonial heritage. While they claim racial equality, Peruvians keep
using racial labels as part of their vocabulary. It is common to hear or read in their mass media expressions
like “negro”, “zamba”, “cholo”, o “chino” (Gonzales, 2018; LUNDU, 2014), just like in colonial castas
paintings, whereas no such labels exist for whites and mestizos. Whiteness and mestizoness are thus highly
normalized concepts, but Black, indigenous and Asian peoples are ethnically labeled and treated as others.
Tanya Golash- Boza (2010) and Oboler (2005) highlight the peculiarity of Afro descendants and
Black Peruvians. For Oboler (2005), there is a strong stigma linked to blackness in Peru. This might explain
why “whitening” is hard to happen for Black people. Golash-Boza concludes “whitening” just does not
happen in the case of Black Peruvians. The fact that some racial categories are fixed, means income and
education do not make those individuals “whiter” once labeled as Black. Only those who are product of a
“biologic” mixture can transit from one category to the other.

Afro-Peruvian women
The accounts about race and racism listed above do not include an intersectional approach. Later
research about Peruvian Black women finds a close relationship between the differences based on race,
gender, and class. Great part of the literature about Afro-Peruvian women focuses on existent inequalities,
including some brief information from the last Peruvian National Census in 2017.
In contemporary times, Black Peruvian women live within a simultaneous hypervisibility and
invisibility (Falcon, 2008). Their bodies attract attention and control, but their voices and needs are ignored.
Rocio Muñoz (MIMP, 2014) highlights social representations and stereotypes of women of African descent
in Peruvian society like domestic servants, good for dancing, and always available for sex. Those are realms
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in which Black women’s bodies are hypervisible. This thesis aims to illuminate what happens when they
are visible in other realms such as political institutions.
Afro-Peruvian women are subject to multiple specific inequalities that together limit the exercise
of their rights. These inequalities are not the mere product of the sum of racist oppression and sexist
oppression. The intersectional approach that guides this research recognizes that the construction of race
conditions and transforms the experience of sexist oppression and vice versa. Afro-descendant women face
disadvantages and develop unique perspectives due to their position, and even among them there are diverse
perspectives according to class, religion or their individual differences (Htun, 2014). There are some
patterns of structural inequalities that affect Afro-Peruvian women such as access to education, domestic
violence, racism and racial discrimination.
The level of education of Afro-Peruvian girls is at the same or greater disadvantage than that of
their indigenous counterparts (Villar-Márquez, 2018). The poorest Afro-Peruvian women still have fewer
years of education than men, which makes them less competitive in the labor market. Of all ethnic groups
in Peru, Afro-Peruvians have the lowest percentage of women with secondary education in rural areas. The
level of literacy among Afro-Peruvian women is twice that of Afro-Peruvian men. When Afro-Peruvian
girls do not go to school they are part of the group of young people who do not study nor work. Eliana
Villar-Márquez (2018) pointed out that these averages can be explained by the level of education of parents,
domestic violence, and the quality of public education, teenage pregnancy and gender inequalities (in roles
and stereotypes). The report “Here we are: Afro-Peruvian Girls, Boys and Adolescents” (CEDET, 2013)
also emphasized teenage pregnancies as one of the reasons why Afro-Peruvian adolescents do not access
higher education or simply do not finish school.
The 2017 National Population and Housing Census included for the first time the ethnic and racial
self-identification variable 8. That is, it is the first in 40 years that the Peruvian census provides statistical

See INEI (2018) for more data disaggregated by ethno-racial identity:
https://www.inei.gob.pe/media/MenuRecursivo/publicaciones_digitales/Est/Lib1539/libro.pdf
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information disaggregated by ethnic and racial groups. The respective report indicates that 3.2% of Peruvian
women identify themselves as Afro-Peruvian or black. 11.5% of that group access university higher
education, compared to the national average of 19.3% (INEI, 2018). There is not much more information
disaggregated by gender, but the data collected opens up the possibility of further research on the subject.
In 2014, 52.3% of the families interviewed for the Specialized Study on Afro-Peruvian Population
(EEPA) were headed by a woman. This opens the debate about whether most Afro-Peruvian families have
women as the authority in the household (Benavides, Leon, Espezúa, & Wangeman, 2015). The authors of
the EEPA do not delve into that question and still affirm that most families with incomes below 750 soles
were also led by Afro-Peruvian women. In a similar way, most of the population that does not study, or
work were also women. Female respondents identified household chores as one of the barriers to find
employment. Like access to education, the distribution of home care roles also limited their exercise of
rights.
Besides inequalities in access to education and employment, Afro-Peruvian women also go through
inequalities in access to adequate healthcare. The EEPA found that Afro-Peruvian women are most affected
by high blood pressure (30.73% of affected women versus 19.39% of men). This is a structural inequality
because there are no specialized healthcare programs in these prevailing diseases in Afro-Peruvians in
general and in Afro-Peruvian women in particular.
Afro-Peruvian women’s lives include dealing with domestic violence. Some studies identify this
as a latent problem for Afro-Peruvian women. 23.7% of Afro-Peruvian women who participated in the
EEPA reported having suffered an episode of physical violence; and 24.1% reported having suffered
psychological violence (Benavides, Leon, Espezúa, & Wangeman, 2015). Their access to public services
that address domestic violence and administer justice remains a question worth asking 9.

9

See Lewis (2017), for more information on Afro-Peruvian women and intimate partner violence.
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Afro-Peruvian women amidst race-based and gender-based policies
Because Black women face specific inequalities, the race-based and gender-based policies do not
contribute substantially to improve their social, economic or political situation. Recent development in
ethno-racial legislation for the promotion and protection of people of African descent in Peru does not
acknowledge gender differences (Noles, 2019). The only exception is the creation of the Afro-Peruvian
Women Working Group (MTMA) at the Ministry of Women and Social Development in 2001. Such
working group failed to address the interests of Afro-Peruvian women’s agenda for most of the time it has
been in operation, including 12 years of inactivity (Noles, 2019). Finally, in 2014, they published a report
on Afro-Peruvian women situation and the legal framework that protects their rights (Noles, 2019). This is
the main (and likely first) diagnose of Afro-Peruvian women and it contributes to research in the topic,
including my own. This single and initial contribution, however, is insufficient for the magnitude of the
problem.
The progress in legislation that addresses Afro-Peruvian population does not recognize the
specificity of Black women’s situation. Thus, as Mariela Noles (2019) explains, some expect the policies
of gender equality to solve the inequalities that affect them. The gender equality legal framework does not
acknowledge Black women’s needs (Noles 2019). The legislation that protects all women does not consider
Black women, and the legislation that protects Afro-Peruvian population does not either.
This is similar in the realm of political rights and legislation. According to Saint-Germain and
Chávez (2008), differences in the electoral systems across the world can explain the differences in the
presence of women in legislatures. Systems with proportional representation, multiple-member districts,
party lists, and levels of incumbency are beneficial for the election of women. Neither the way in which the
Peruvian Congress is elected, nor the mechanisms used to include traditionally excluded groups
acknowledge Afro-Peruvian women experiences.
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The Peruvian Congress is unicameral and has a hundred and thirty Congress representatives. Every
five years, the Peruvian population over eighteen years old directly elects them. Congress representatives
can also be immediately reelected for a new period. On 1992, the former Peruvian president Alberto
Fujimori dissolved the Congress and staged a “self-coup”. The following years the country continued under
Fujimori’s controversial rule until 2000, when he resigned the presidency via fax. That same year a group
of Congress representatives were elected. Four months later, the Congress declared the presidency “vacant”
(McNulty, 2011) and called for general elections on April 2001. Since then, the Peruvian Congress has
always had at least one representative that could be categorized as Black (out of 130 representatives). To
date, they sum up seven in total and five of them were women. Thus, Black female representatives
historically outnumbered Black male representatives in Peru.
The Congress is constituted through two rules: the proportionality criterion and the plurinominal
electoral districts (Sardón, 2010). The 130 representative positions are divided according to the size of the
electoral population of the 25 electoral districts (24 departments plus the Constitutional Province of Callao).
The positions of each electoral district are assigned proportionally among the political groups that
participate in the elections. Groups with more votes get more seats.
Peruvian women have been able to vote since 1956. Later, in 1980, the illiterate population also
received the right to vote. From that moment, voting became mandatory for all Peruvian citizens over the
age of 18 in all electoral processes. Moreover, Peru has a preferential voting system with lists that are closed
but not blocked. This means the electorate can only vote among the list of candidates presented by the
political parties. At the same time, the position of each candidate in the list can change depending on the
number of votes they obtain.
Currently, as other Latin American countries, Peru has a law for gender quotas. Established on
1997 (during Fujimori’s government), it orders political parties to include at least 30% of female candidates
on their lists for elections. The number of women in Peruvian politics was already increasing during
Fujimori’s administration (Blondet, 2002). However, gender quotas boosted women’s presence in decision23

making positions since 2000 (INEI, 2017). Today, 27.7% of congress representatives are women. While
only 2.8% of mayors are female, the 28.5% of municipal councilors are women. This shows a close
relationship between the percentage of women required on the candidates’ lists and the amount of women
elected in Congress. Other levels of government like the municipalities, where quotas do not apply, still
have low presence of women.
Since 2002, Peruvian “native communities” must represent 15% in a party’s candidate list. This
only applies to 11 of the 25 Peruvian regions, mainly those in the Amazonian area. The effects of the law
for native communities’ quotas are controversial. In general, the system of quotas has limitations as it can
only tackle individual discrimination. Ethnic and racial groups traditionally excluded from political power
rarely benefit from that kind of policy (Htun, 2004).
None of these policy interventions addresses the extended problem of afro descendant women’s
underrepresentation. Gender quotas have favored the presence of women in different levels of power.
However, this law does not ensure diversity among the group of women in congress. Quotas for native
communities aim to alleviate ethnic and racial discrimination in politics but are focused on the population
of the Amazonian region. In addition, the performance of this policy shows the inability of quotas to remedy
the effects of collective discrimination (Htun, 2004). There is no quota law for people of African Descent
in Peru either. Afro-Peruvian women, thus, are located within two gaps in access to political power.

Afro-Peruvian women leaders and political participation
Since 2001, some women had occupied positions of power within the state structure, besides the
Congress. CEDEMUNEP, a civil organization centered in Black Peruvian women, considers Maria Zavala
as the first Black female minister in Peru. She was appointed for the Minister of Justice in 2006
(CEDEMUNEP, 2011). Susana Baca, a known artist, became ministry of culture in 2011 (Mckinley, 2011).
Ministers are appointed by the president, are part of the executive branch of the State and are expected to
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last a presidential period in their positions (5 years). Both Zavala and Baca lasted around a year as ministers
for different reasons.
At least two Afro-Peruvian women were elected for municipal positions in Lima in 2018. Gloria
Gonzalez, a former representative of the Afro-descendant People at the Andean Nations Community, was
elected as a city council for the district of Lima. Luz Marina Soto was elected for a similar position in the
district of Barranco. However, there are no systematic accounts of the number of women of African descent
in different levels of government. This is the case in part because electoral institutions do not gather their
ethnic or racial identity. The only way to identify them as of now is if they report their identity or if the
media or social activists classify them as Black or of African descent.
Afro-Peruvian women are also active in social organizations and social programs (from the
government). Maria Elena Moyano Delgado stands out in Peruvian political history as a former community
organizer during the years of violence on the 80s (Carrillo and Carrillo, 2011). In Chincha and Piura, two
regions with important presence of Afro Peruvian population, women participate in community
organizations concerned with the basic infrastructure of their communities. Afro-Peruvian women have
also been leaders in governmental social programs as Vaso de Leche and Comedores Populares. Women
of African Descent in Peru participate politically in these realms, besides the State and its institutions.
About their political participation in social organizations, Lewis and Thomas (2019) recognize that
Afro-Peruvian women have a long history of involvement as activists with an Afro-descendant or women's
agenda. Social organizations have promoted two initiatives related to Afro-Peruvian women. One is the
Plataforma de Mujeres Afroperuanas (Afro-Peruvian Women Platform) advanced by LUNDU, and the
Dialogo de Mujeres Afroperuanas (Afro-Peruvian Women Dialogue), by CEDEMUNEP.
Only in recent years a new collective emerged, aiming to create a new agenda that is representative
of Afro-Peruvian women whose experiences are shaped by both race and gender. "Presencia y Palabra"
(Presence and Word) is the name that a group of Afro-Peruvian women of diverse ages and sexualities have
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adopted for their collective. The goals of this group, not yet institutionalized, are aimed at the formation of
Afro-Peruvian women as Afro-feminist activists. Moreover, they seek to contribute to public policy design
(Presencia y Palabra, 2017). According to Lewis and Thomas (2019) the creation of this collective opens
up a world of possibilities for the expansion and strengthening of a movement of Afro-Peruvian women.
Collectives and social movements continue to be, for Afro-Peruvian women, a way to resist discrimination
and marginalization.
One of the members of the collective "Presencia y Palabra" stands out for its long activist and trade
union career. Delia Zamudio, an Afro-Peruvian woman, has been involved in politics since the 1980s and
1990s. In 1995 she published a testimonial story entitled Piel de Mujer that motivated, years later, an
analysis by the linguist M'bare N'gom (2004). Both the testimony and N’gom’s analysis provide
perspectives about Black women’s entrance into politics. Zamudio ran for parliamentary elections,
participated in the national workers' union and organized his community to take care of women victims of
violence. This empowered profile is resilient in a reality that only allows black women to survive. For
N'gom, Piel de Mujer portrays a world "structured by poverty at all levels, by racial and gender
discrimination, by violence and tension" (2004, p.41). Zamudio's life stands out for his political
participation and is marked by discrimination and structural exclusion.
Despite multiple attempts, Delia Zamudio failed to gain access to higher education, which she saw
as an alternative to the fate of poverty. Her reflections on Piel de Mujer document what N'gom calls a
double identity, black and female, that explains such social marginalization alongside political and
economic marginalization. An anecdote during her participation in the union is enlightening. Zamudio ran
to be a union leader because of her experience in the organization. The day of elections, one of the union
leaders said about her with outrage: "We have agreed to resign from the union because never in our lives
we would agree to be led by a woman and less if she is Black" (Zamudio, 1995, quoted by N'gom, 2004).
This anecdote and Zamudio's testimony show the relegation of Black Peruvian women to the periphery of
society and political organizations.
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Even though they have occupied leadership positions in their communities and social organizations,
previous studies about Afro-Peruvian women’s rights (MIMP 2014; Carrillo and Carrillo 2011) note they
are mostly absent in decision-making positions. Moreover, those women who worked as leaders expressed
having experienced racism as part of their functions (Carrillo and Carrillo 2011). Thus, the exercise of their
right to political participation faces challenges like lack of access to political positions and overall
discrimination.

Preliminary findings: Recent Changes in Political Representation
A recent analysis about the 2016 general elections classified the presidential and congressional
candidates according to their phenotype (Ramírez y Campos, 2017). None of the presidential candidates
was identified as Afro-Peruvian. Lima and Callao, two predominantly Afro-Peruvian regions, had few
Afro-Peruvian candidates. Of the 360 people running for congress in Lima, 9 were identified as AfroPeruvian; in Callao, one of 50. For the Andean Parliament, two of 135 candidates were classified as AfroPeruvians. 60% of the candidates in the sample selected by Ramírez and Campos were women. Rafael
Ramírez and Angie Campos’s (2017) research finds that Afro-Peruvian men and women continue to be
excluded from political parties and decision-making spaces. The number of Afro-Peruvian women
candidates for congress, on the other hand, points to differences in political participation in relation to
gender and racial categories.
It is also important to note that the candidates studied by Ramírez and Campos were classified
according to the phenotypic criteria of the researchers, rather than self-identification. The majority of the
candidates identified did not register their affiliation with any Afro-Peruvian organization in their resume.
Jannette Otoya was an exception to such a trend because she pointed out her membership in the Impulsar
contra el Racismo group.
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The congress representatives identified as Black connected in different ways with an agenda related
to people of African descent in Peru. More than a decade ago, Augusto Malpartida (2005) assessed political
parties’ behavior toward Afro-Peruvian populations. He found candidates plans and political parties’
programs did not consider Afro-Peruvians or their agenda. In the period 2001-2006, three bills related to
Afro-Peruvian populations were proposed: One by Martha Moyano about declaring Chincha as the capital
of Afro-Peruvian music; other two bills were proposed by Jose Luis Risco (no further details about them).
Cecilia Tait, also a Congresswoman during that period presented 74 bills, none of them related to people of
African descent.
From 2000 to 2016, seven congress representatives that can be classified as afro descendant were
elected. Elsa Vega, Martha Moyano and Cecilia Tait won elections on 2000. Due to the political crisis for
Fujimori’s resignation, another congress was elected on 2001. Then, Jose Luis Risco, Martha Moyano and
Cecilia Tait were elected. Five years later, Martha Moyano was reelected and Cenaida Uribe won for the
first time. For the period 2011-2016, Uribe was again part of the congress, along with Cecilia Tait and Leyla
Chihuan. In the elections of 2016, Chihuan was reelected and Cesar Segura was elected for the first time.
They all come from different political parties but there is a trend for them to be Fujimorists (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Congress representatives identified as Afro-Peruvian
Number Name of
representative
1
Elsa Vega
2
Jose Luis Risco

3

Martha Moyano

4

Cecilia Tait

Party

Occupation

Term

Independiente
Unión
Parlamentaria
Descentralista
(Unidad
Nacional)
Cambio 90 – Nueva
Mayoria
Si Cumple
Alianza por el Futuro
Peru Posible
No agrupado
Peru Posible
Gana Peru

Economist
Lawyer

2000-2001
2001-2006

Nurse

2000-2001
2001-2006
2006-2011

Sports (Volleyball)

2000-2001
2001-2006
2011-2016
5
Cenaida Uribe
Sports (Volleyball) 2006-2011
2011-2016
6
Leyla Chihuan
Fuerza Popular
Sports (Volleyball) 2011 – 2016
Fuerza Popular
2016-2021
7
Cesar Segura
Fuerza Popular
Lawyer
2016-2021
Source: Based on Peruvian National Jury of Elections and Peruvian National Congress websites.

In 2014, Mala Htun analyzed the political inclusion and representation of Afro descendant women
in seven Latin American countries. Her study found Afro descendant women were less present in
legislatures than overall Afro descendant and women populations. However, the Peruvian case was notable
in this account as the only country where three Afro descendant women held seats in a congress with 130
representatives. At that moment, there were no male Afro descendant legislators. The number of female
Black representatives is not large, but contrasts with the Costa Rican and Venezuelan legislatures where
there was no Afro-descendant woman. The Peruvian congress stood out with the Ecuadorian where most
Afro-descendants in the congress were also women. Thus, Htun concludes Peru is exceptional. Despite the
levels of exclusion and invisibilization of the Afro-Peruvian population and the gender inequalities, Black
women gained access to congressional representation.
Once in power, some of the Peruvian congress representatives identified as Black have pursued
bills related to vulnerable populations. The Afro-Peruvian working group of the Congress is an example of
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this. It was created on 2004 with the support of the former legislators Cecilia Tait (Peru Posible), Jose Luis
Risco (Partido Popular Cristiano) and Martha Moyano (Alianza Peru 2000) (Valdivia, 2013). The working
group was created to promote initiatives for Afro-Peruvians and gathered congress representatives and civil
society organizations. At some point it was considered to be one of the most dynamic spaces for afro
descendant issues (Quevedo 2014; Valdivia, 2013). The most involved representative in such space was
Moyano, from the Fujimorist group. Moyano also presented a bill for a constitutional reform, in order to
include afro descendant people as a group with legal status and ownership of their lands. Years later, Leyla
Chihuan (also Fujimorist) assumed the presidency of the work group. Due to Moyano and Chihuan’s
political ideology, many members of Afro-Peruvian organizations decided to take distance from the
workgroup and do not back up its work or achievements.
According to Htun (2014), Leyla Chihuan “authored bills to promote the recognition of AfroPeruvians and combat discrimination, often in collaboration with the two other afro descendant women
representatives. She was also active on women’s rights and on issues pertaining to sports” (2014, p. 131).
Conversely, to what the Peruvian literature about Black congress representatives suggests, Htun’s account
of her work shows that Chihuan does represent afro descendant interests in congress. This leaves me to
wonder why there is a disconnection between the Afro-Peruvian population and the representatives.
Although it could seem like the congress representatives identified as Afro-Peruvian were
addressing an Afro-Peruvian agenda, and Afro-Peruvian women were in congress, Peruvian research has a
different assertion of those facts. A report made by Mónica and Sofía Carrillo for Peruvian Ministry of
Women and Social Development (2011), explains that Black Peruvian women participation in Congress
had increased during the last decade. The three Afro-Peruvian women in congress during the period 20112015 used to be famous volleyball players, which may explain their success in elections. Even though those
women could be classified as Black because of their physical features, they do not necessarily claim a
specific racial or ethnic identity. Despite the presence in Congress of women that can be classified as Black,
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Black women in Peru keep claiming their lack of political participation and representation in the
government (Carrillo and Carrillo, 2011).
The information available about Afro-Peruvian women in congress indicates that they share some
characteristics. First, they do not necessarily identify themselves as Black or Afro-Peruvian (Valdivia,
2013). They come from diverse political parties and groups from different points of the spectrum between
the political right and left. Finally, once elected, some of them had advanced an agenda related with
minorities (Htun, 2014). We know less about their political trajectories, how they were elected and the role
of race and gender in their experiences.
For the Peruvian case, I choose to explore how their experiences and trajectories in politics are
shaped by race and gender. The fact that they are present in the public political sphere does not mean that
they were exempt from racism and sexism, nor that they represent an improvement on Black women’s
access to political power. During the period analyzed there has not been any progress in legislation
addressing Black women’s socioeconomic conditions.

Conclusion
The history of Peru has been marked by racism and machismo. Although they are yet to be resolved,
issues of gender inequality are more prominent in policies than the issues of racial inequality. This affects
Afro-Peruvian women’s situations who end up in the gap of gender-based and race-based policies. The
government does not attend to their specific inequalities in education, income, employment and health,
among other basic rights.
A context of vulnerability had motivated Black Peruvian women to take on leadership positions in
social organizations and government welfare programs. They have also been present in different levels of
government. Stories like Delia’s testimony, however, show that Black women’s incursion in political power
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is not easy and once they enter the political sphere formally, their experiences are permeated with racism
and discrimination. This is the context that sets the tone for this research.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
Ollie A. Johnson explained in 2012 that “few blacks have been elected to national political office
or appointed to high-level government positions. In this regard, the rise of Black women in Latin American
politics represents an important development” (2012, p. 311). His article, “Race, Politics, and Afro-Latin
Americans,” has a two-paragraph section about electoral politics that emphasizes four politicians, all of
them women. First, he highlighted the case of Benedita da Silva in the Brazilian Congress as the most
visible. Piedad Córdoba Ruiz in Colombia, Epsy Campbell in Costa Rica and Alexandra Ocles in Ecuador
are, according to Johnson, a proof of important development for the political inclusion of Black people.
Afro-Peruvian congresswomen were not part of this account but are presumably part of the rise of Black
women in Latin American politics.
In a previous chapter I have described the current situation of Afro-Peruvian women in relation to
political participation and representation. Their participation in civil society organizations (Lewis and
Thomas 2019), governmental welfare programs (Carrillo and Carrillo 2011), and some levels of
government (CEDEMUNEP, 2011) has been previously registered. Research highlights the presence of
women of African descent in the Peruvian congress (Htun, 2016). How race and gender intersect to shape
Black women’s experience in political power in Peru has not been explored.
This chapter is dedicated to the way other scholars have attempted to explain inequalities in access
to political power in terms of race and gender. I also explore the existing literature about Black women’s
experiences and how they are related to the political realm. My endeavor, however, faced a couple of
challenges.
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First, race and gender are usually understood as two separate and discrete categories. Thus, scholars
approach them as if their effects could be isolated by each category or as if their effects were additive. The
literature that considers each category isolated talks about women in politics or about people of African
descent and indigenous peoples in politics. Those studies that consider the additive aspect of more than one
oppression situate Black women as subjects of double or triple oppression based on their race, gender and
class.
The other challenge is related to the current debate about the existence of race and racism in Peru.
Because most Peruvian scholars do not consider race to be a significant category of oppression in their
context (Rochabrun, Manrique and Drinot 2014), theories about the construction and effects of race on
Peruvian society are underdeveloped, particularly in the case of Afro-Peruvian people (Golash-Boza, 2011).
Lately, there has been an increase for research regarding Afro Peruvian population. This has not translated
into more theorization about how race works either separately or intersectionally. On the other hand,
because cultural or class differences are considered more central for the Peruvian context, the literature
about issues of gender focuses on women as a group with class divides within (i.e. Alcalde, 2010), or on
indigenous women presented as the cultural other marked by their peasant class (i.e. Boesten, 2012). Thus,
in order to posit this study within the existent literature, I turn to scholarship from the United States and
other Latin American countries (mainly Brazil).
The limitations mentioned above influence the course of my research in different ways. First, the
lack of previous research about Afro-Peruvian congresswomen, or similar cases in Latin America, makes
it hard to structure this study a priori: I noticed the literature review required a different type of effort if the
literature is indirectly related than if it was directly related. In other words, since research about women of
African descent in political positions in Peru and Latin America is scarce, reviewing previous literature
implied linking literature in adjacent topics instead of going straight to the point. Second, the predominant
regressive model of oppression that treats race, gender and class as separate and discrete categories was
both a shortcoming and an opportunity. As the intersection of race and gender remain undertheorized in the
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case of Afro-Peruvian women, I had to build a new theoretical framework by extending foreign theories to
the Peruvian context. Alternatively, this gap in the literature signals the pertinence of my study.

Black women and political inequality in Latin America
Political inequality, as other types of inequalities, is a problem in Latin America. Overall, minorities
are often absent from spaces of political power (Hooker and Tillery, 2017). The way research has
approached to this exclusion is usually partial because it treats each category of oppression as isolated from
the others. This is a problem particularly for research in political science.
The gender gap in political representation had been widely studied across the Latin American
region. Along with indigenous populations, gender quotas are the focus of most literature on political
representation in Latin America (Mitchell- Walthour, 2018). By the end of the 20th century, most countries
in the region adopted quotas as a mechanism to ensure women's presence in legislatures. Similar policies
were implemented for indigenous populations with reserved seats.
On the one hand, the studies about women in presidential politics and legislatures make great
contributions to understanding the role of gender in inequalities in access to political power. Their goal is
to explain the “sudden” presence of women in politics. On the other hand, they fail to recognize the role of
race in women’s political presence and representation. Overall, Black people have been historically
marginalized from political life. The role of the social construction of race has been widely studied in the
United States. Latin American scholarship counts with less contributions in this realm.
The existing explanations for Black people´s underrepresentation point to racism, racial
stereotypes, lack of campaign resources and social exclusion. In general, it is difficult for a nonwhite person
to become a viable candidate (Bailey, 2009). When asked about this issue, Afro-Brazilians mostly cited
racism as a reason for underrepresentation (Mitchell-Walthour, 2018). Social exclusion, blacks’ lack of
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culture and education, slavery and exclusion from political parties were other causes named for that
phenomenon among Afro-Brazilians (Mitchell- Walthour, 2018).
When studied, the intersection of race and gender and its relation to formal politics in Latin America
are understood through socio political movements (Dixon and Johnson, 2019). Literature about the presence
of black or indigenous women in formal positions of power is scarce. Few studies take intersectional
perspectives about access to political power (Htun, 2012) and consider population affected for more than
one type of inequality.
Ollie A. Johnson’s (1998) account on Black members of the Brazilian National Congress from
1983 to 1999, highlights the case of Benedita da Silva, the first Black woman to serve as a federal deputy
and then a senator. The life story of Benedita da Silva (Bejamin and Mendoça, 1997) exemplifies the
importance of focusing on black women’s access and permanence into political power. “I never thought I’d
be elected,” (Bejamin and Mendoça 1997, p. 55) Da Silva narrated as she described the shortcoming of her
reduced campaign budget and her interactions in an elitist and racist environment.
“At first, I felt that the other city council members treated me with a certain degree of paternalism
and tokenism. Some were outright racist. I heard people talking about me, calling me ‘neguinha do
morro,’ little nigger from the hills, and insinuating that I was illiterate and incomepetent”
(Benjamin and Mendoça 1997, p. 56).
Through Da Silva’s experience, we learn her struggle while being a Black woman in politics and
advancing an agenda against racism in favor of the poor. At the same time, Black women remain one of the
most underrepresented groups in Latin American political institutions. Extended inequalities of race,
gender, and class also influence their access to political power. Their underrepresentation is problematic
not only because their interests are therefore excluded from the political agenda. The fact that Black women
are underrepresented shows a reproduction of historical positions of privilege and disadvantage.
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Black women and politics
Body and stereotypes
Race and racial discrimination are part of how Afro-Peruvian women experience the world. By
using interviews and arts as methodologies, Coretta Harding (2018) explored how Afro-Peruvian women
make sense and cope with racism and racial discrimination. The participants of this study recognized their
experiences with inequalities in areas such as housing, education and health care. Conversely, their identity
and activism were ways to cope with racism and discrimination.
Such experiences are not only shaped by historical context, social reality, and epistemology, race
is also inscribed on the body (Smith, 2016). “The black female body has continuously been a site of
controversy, exploitation, delight, distaste, lust, repulsion, and transformation in the history of the diaspora
in the Americas” (Santos 2016, p. 149). In that sense, aesthetics and physical characteristics (like hair
textures or hairstyles) should also be part of an analysis of their access to political power.
Based on the French presidential campaign of 2007, Marlene Coulomb-Gully (2009) explores the
link between body politics and political representation, focusing on how the body becomes a vector of a
sociological message also in political contexts. Even though bodies are fundamental in the process of
political representation, Coulomb-Gully (2009) explains, it is a phenomenon little studied.
Julia Jordan-Zachery (2017), agrees with that viewpoint and understands Black women’s bodies as
spaces for discourse. Bodies can be inscribed with scripts that define our roles in the world and how we
should “play” these roles, based on existing beliefs and values. “How do marginalized women with ‘access’
to power perform their intersectionality in terms of advocating on behalf of other marginalized women,
particularly of their racial group?” (Jordan-Zachery 2017, p. 8). By focusing on their political behavior,
Jordan-Zachery finds that Black women actually engage scripts in their representation of Black women and
the ways in which the scripts are ascribed to the body influence their behavior.
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The previously described scripts are related to what Patricia Hill-Collins calls controlling images
of Black women in the matrix of domination. As she puts it, “portraying African- American women as
stereotypical mammies, matriarchs, welfare recipients, and hot mommas has been essential to the political
economy of domination fostering Black women’s oppression” (2000, p. 69). Black women, however, are
not passive and respond to these controlling images in multiple ways (McCurn, 2018) that include
acceptance and subversion. In this context, hair politics and beauty standards have been identified as spaces
for Black women’s social and political responses (Caldwell, 2003; Tate, 2016; Tate, 2017a; Tate, 2017b).
Voters’ attitudes around race hint at the centrality of body features for the access to political
participation. Sophie Colleau et. al (1990) examined the link between symbolic racism and evaluation of
political candidates. They found that “differential racial attributions do operate in the evaluation of political
candidates” (Colleau et al., 1990, p. 385). Later, Nayda Terkildsen (1993) found white voters penalized
fictitious black candidates due to their race and skin color. Christopher Stout and Danvy Le (2017) add to
Terkildsen’s conclusion. After analyzing how voters assess Barack Obama as a candidate, they conclude
Black candidates are judged differently based on their race (Stout and Le, 2017). These studies have in
common that they base their analysis of race in perceptions, thus, the visual traits attributed to racial groups.
This could be extended to Black women as their bodies had also been historically important for their
marginalization (Jordan-Zachery, 2017). What might be left to explain is how specific beliefs and
stereotypes about Black women work in the political context.

Stereotypes and elections
Identities have an impact on political events. In Brazil, where dominant ideology assumes it is
normal for Black people to have lesser-paid jobs, while white people exclusively control power (MitchellWalthour 2018). In this sense, cultural stereotypes about who should govern and who should not legitimize
the structural exclusion of Black people from power. As Gladys Mitchell-Walthour puts it, “Cultural
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violence legitimizes direct violence and structural violence” (2018, p. 222). Stereotypes about race and
other intersectional categories are forms of cultural violence that inform exclusion from political power.
In Peru, stereotypes about Black people also locate them far from the political realm. There are
negative stereotypes associated with Afro-Peruvian population (Ministerio de Cultura del Perú, 2014). The
Black population is negatively assessed by the overall Peruvian society in present days. Psychologists at
the Pontific Catholic University of Peru conducted a study on stereotypes, prejudice and social exclusion
in 2007. They found middle class and upper-class Peruvians considered Afro Peruvians as cheerful,
conformists, untrustworthy, lazy and of low status (Espinosa et al. 2007). The Andean indigenous
population, another traditionally racialized group, was considered as of low status, cheerless, trustworthy,
and hard workers. The Amazonian indigenous population, like Afro Peruvians, were described as cheerful,
unreliable, lazy and untrustworthy. The three groups shared their links to underdevelopment, in the
imaginary of the interviewees. Conversely, the Peruvian people classified as White, the descendants of
Asian peoples and the mestizos were considered of high status, and assessed positively (successful,
developed, competent, trustworthy). The study concludes the worst rated group was Afro Peruvian
population (Espinosa et al. 2007).
A similar study conducted with lower class people had similar results. Pancorbo, Espinosa and
Cueto (2011) interviewed people living in extreme poverty in Callao, Peru. Few of them identified
themselves as Afro Peruvians and this was a negatively assessed group. The interviewees considered people
of African descent as hard workers, courageous and cheerful but also as thieves, foul-mouthed and
untrustworthy. They also considered Afro Peruvians to be the less appreciated group in society and often
victims of discrimination for being thieves (Espinosa et. Al 2011). Upper class, middle class and lower
class interviewed Peruvians agreed on a negative perception of Afro Peruvian people. Although we know
about the importance of skin color and race for Peruvian social dynamics (Pancorbo, Espinosa, and Cueto
2011; Agustin Espinosa et al. 2007; Golash-Boza 2010; Christina A. Sue and Tanya Golash-Boza 2013),
there is a lack of research on the role of these factors in Peruvian political participation and representation.
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In the context of political representation, research based in the United States supports the idea of a
nuanced influence of race (Lerman and Sadin, 2016). Amy Lerman, Katherine McCabe and Meredith Sadin
(2016) suggested that “race matters to how black Americans evaluate candidates for political office, but
that it does so in combination with both candidates’ skin tone and voters’ ideology” (p. 53). In a similar
way, Angela Bos and Monica Scheneider (2011) found that “stereotypes of Black candidates do not, as
previous research assumes, simply resemble stereotypes of Blacks. Black politicians are largely
differentiated from Blacks likely because they have achieved a level of success and have thus overcome the
‘poor’ and ‘low class’ stereotypes” (p. 223). This assessment, which appears to contradict most of the
literature found on this topic, does not discard the existence of racism or prejudice. Black politicians may
be perceived as different from the overall group of Blacks, but they are still different from other politicians.
In contrast, empirical evidence about the role of gender stereotypes for candidate election in the
U.S. appears more distant to Black women’s cases in two ways. First, part of it shows that there is “any
direct, consistent, or substantial impact for gender stereotypes on evaluations of, or voting for, women
candidates” (Dolan 2014, 96-107). Schneider and Bos’ (2014, p. 245-266) study similarly “question the
assumption that voters ascribe womanly qualities to female politicians”. Despite that rejection of gender as
an influential category, Huddy and Terkildsen (1993) found that women were perceived as insufficiently
aggressive for politics. This contrasts with the aggressiveness closely related to Black women’s bodies
(Jordan-Zachery, 2017). In such context, it is also important to consider that mechanisms that aim to include
women in reason of gender differences will not work for minority women who face different stereotypes
and barriers to political participation.

Hair
When we talk about Black women’s bodies and experiences it is inevitable to talk about their hair.
Historically, their hair has been meaningful for their oppression and resistance. As Paulette Caldwell puts
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it, “something as simple as a black woman’s hair continues to threaten the social, political, and economic
fabric of American life” (2013, p. 361). The politicization and criminalization of Black women’s hair,
however, indicate it is not a minor aesthetic detail.
Hair texture is also a physical marker that has a role in racial classification in Latin America (Telles
and Paschel, 2014; Vaughn, 2005). In the Brazilian context, hairstyles like braids and Afros are also
politicized (Mitchell-Walthour, 2018). Both texture and hairstyles add a different nuance to the discussion
about hair and Black women. Given that hair plays a role in the construction of femininity and female
beauty, Kia Lilly Caldwell (2004) explains it also impacts racial politics of everyday life. Caldwell (2004)
is sure there is a relationship between Black women’s hair and their identity. To discover how that
relationship works is a harder task because each woman experiences that relationship differently.
In “A Hair Piece”, Paulette Caldwell (2013) relates the case of a U.S. Black woman who reported
employment discrimination, as she was not allowed to wear her hair in braids at work. This was not an
isolated anecdote. It is an extended practice among employers in the United States to forbid hairstyles of
African origin in the workplace. By regulating which hairstyle Black women can use, employers condition
Black women’s right to work (Caldwell, 2013).
Even though Black women have always braided their hair and had the same hair texture, their hair
was not always a problem. For Caldwell (2013), the system did not care about how Black women wore
their hair as long as they kept their place as subordinated. In her account, their hairstyles became a terrain
of domination only later, when they moved from the traditional place allocated for them (in enslavement
and domestic service). In contrast, Helen Bradley Griebel’s article “The African American Woman’s
Headwrap: Unwinding the Symbols” (1995) tells how Black women’s hairs were already regulated during
slavery when white masters transformed the sub Saharan headwrap into a symbol of enslavement. Southern
white society ruled wearing headwraps as mandatory in order to exacerbate differences between free and
enslaved Black people. After centuries, the headwrap evolved into a signifier of resistance among women
of African descent (Griebel, 1995).
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Griebel’s account more than contradicting Caldwell’s description of the historical domination over
Black women’s hairs, complements it in a way that shows even a longer tradition of oppression through
body politics. White supremacist’ systems have ruled how Black women should wear their hair even before
the abolition of slavery, when Black women’s actions were already limited. Contemporarily, scholars
question in which other aspects of Black women’s lives their hairs continue to be a tool of oppression or
liberation.
Black women’s hair also permeates the political realm. Nadia Brown (2014) found that hair and
colorism can work in either a positive or negative way for Black women legislators. Some of the women
Brown interviewed reported using their hair and skin tone for their advantage. Overall, “because of the
raced/gendered constructions of beauty, Black women face different challenges and opportunities in their
self-presentation than Black men, White men, and White women” (Brown 2014, p. 309).
Hair texture and hairstyles have proven to be politicized and central for Black women’s identities
in Brazil and the U.S. In politics, more data is required in order to illuminate the ambiguous role Brown
found among her interviewees. Previous research that mentions Black female politicians in Peru and Latin
America does not explore the role of hair for their experiences.

Presence/absence
Access to political power and representation of Afro-descendants in Latin America can be analyzed
by examining the number of Afro-descendants in politics (Mitchell-Walthour, 2018). That is in fact a
predominant approach to the issue of exclusion from political power of racialized and gendered minorities
(Bailey, 2009; Johnson, 1998; Htun, 2014). Htun (2014) found alarming numbers in the Latin American
region. She analyzed the political inclusion and representation of Afro descendant women in seven Latin
American countries in 2013. As we could expect in a traditionally racist and sexist context, her study found
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Afro descendant women were more absent in Legislatures than overall Afro descendant and women
populations 10.
Gladys Mitchell-Walthour (2018) introduces the concept of racial spatiality to interpret Black
people’s absence from the political realm. In Brazil, where half of the population is of African descent,
there are few Black politicians at the federal, state, and municipal level (Mitchell-Walthour 2018). Black
people are absent in political spaces because race is spatial. Brazilian everyday racist practices limit and
exclude the spaces Black people can physically occupy (Mitchell-Walthour 2018). As a result, Black people
occupy specific spaces in society. Black people are excluded from the political sphere through space. A
space that is maintained through racial, economic, and political inequality.
Afro-Peruvian populations are also limited to certain spaces in society and excluded from others.
In 2010, the Ministry for Women and Social Development of Peru sparked a debate about the practices of
some funerary companies, as they exclusively hired Black men (Quevedo, 2014). While the Ministry
considered this a racial discriminatory practice, the companies justified their actions with the market
demands. Peruvian public opinion supported such argument. During colonial times, slave masters used
Black men to carry the coffins of their deceased relatives. Since then, this practice became a marker of
status among Peruvian society. Even the Black men who worked carrying coffins in 2010 considered it a
decent employment, rather than a discriminatory practice.
Hotels and casinos also predominantly hire Black men as doorkeepers, another role rooted in
colonial times (Carrillo and Carrillo 2011). Black men are expected to occupy that kind of unskilled labor.
Society is comfortable with them being the only ones hired for funerary services. Would it be the same if
they were the only ones getting positions of power? Peruvian society justifies with cultural arguments to
keep those practices that maintain Black men and women in vulnerable positions.

Afrodescendants, in 2007, were 1% of legislators in Latin America. Afrodescendant women were 0.3% (Htun,
2014).
10
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Black women are boxed in other jobs similarly marked by colonial legacy. According to Carrillo
and Carrillo (2011), racism and sexism limit the possibilities of employment for Afro-Peruvian women.
The working market responds to stereotypes about them being suitable for domestic service. Just like the
coffin carriers, these stereotypes respond to the roles occupied by enslaved women during colonial times.
In this way, domestic work continues to be Black women’s “natural place” (Gonzalez, 1979).
As Munoz (2009) previously asserted, stereotypes determine the space of interaction of people of
African descent. This means they also deny certain spaces and activities reserved for non-Black people.
Women of African descent, explains Munoz (2009), are greatly affected as gender and class accentuate
their subvaloration. As a result, Peruvian newspapers included until recently job ads requiring cooks and
house cleaners “preferably Black”. Other job ads demand female applicants with “good presence” which
implies whiteness (Wade, 2006).
Sylvanna Falcon’s (2008) account about Black women’s experiences record what happens when
they leave “their place”. Sofia, a Black Peruvian woman and one of Falcon’s interviewees, provides a good
example of this. At a professional meeting, Sofia’s colleague told her she thought Sofia was a street vendor
the first time she saw her (“I thought you sold candy”). Her colleague easily concluded a priori that Sofia
did not have education or qualifications for sharing the same professional space with her. A job generally
done by poor Peruvian women, street vendor of candy was the place where Sofia belonged. Her peers, thus,
questioned her presence in a professional setting.
Yet some Black women are elected for political positions. Htun (2014) calculated around 16 Black
women held positions in the legislatures of Brazil, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela in 2013. Costa Rica,
Colombia and Uruguay had zero Black women in their legislatures. Peru and Ecuador, in that context, were
the only countries in Htun’s study where Black women were more present in Congress than Black men
were. In other studies (Bloj, 2013), Bolivia and Colombia present a slight progress at the local level. La
Paz, Bolivian capital, had one mayor, one local councilor and one national parliamentarian who were
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women of African descent (ECLAC 2018). This inclusion of women in the political realm is not exempt
from challenges.
Cristina E. Bloj conducted a study for UN Women, about the political participation of indigenous
and Afro descendant women in Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Nicaragua and Panama. One of
her findings was that Black women appointed for political positions do not always identify themselves as
Black or of African descent, even when they appeared as such (Bloj, 2013). Black women’s organizations
point out this situation as a problem for their political representation. The legislative representatives might
look like other women of African descent but are not aware nor committed to their political agenda.
Carrillo and Carrillo (2011) raise a similar concern. The presence of women that could be classified
as Black has increased in the Peruvian Congress. However, they do not necessarily claim any racial or
ethnic identity. This leads Afro-Peruvian activists to conclude that they lack awareness and commitment to
their common struggle against racism (Valdivia, 2013). Perhaps as a Panamanian female politician told
Htun (2014), they do not assume an Afro descendant label and identity to avoid being perceived as merely
concerned with Afro descendant issues. As people of African descent and women of African descent are
minorities in countries like Peru (3.6%), Ecuador (7.2%) or Bolivia, they are not considered a constituency
worth addressing. From that perspective, claiming Blackness would put Black candidates in a
disadvantaged position for being elected.
The lack of identity or racial consciousness among Black female representatives indicates inclusion
without representation. “Inclusion does not mean that the interests of Afro-descendants will be represented
in political institutions” (Mitchell-Walthour 2018, p.44). The case of Colombia is an example for this. The
Afro-Colombian population obtained reserved seats in their legislature but without an actual constituency
or verification of candidates’ links to marginalized communities. Thus, the representatives elected for the
Afro-Colombian reserved seats do not respond to an Afro-Colombian political agenda. Research about
people of African descent in Peruvian politics express a similar concern about the lack of representation of
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Afro-Peruvian interests regardless of their presence in Congress (Quevedo 2014; Rios-Indacochea 2015;
Carrillo and Carrillo 2011).
Mala Htun (2016) suggests separating political representation from political presence/inclusion,
which are usually seen as closely related. In her book, Inclusion Without Representation in Latin America,
she explores the electoral regulations meant to increase the political presence of certain groups in different
countries of the region. Even with some limitations, such mechanisms have in fact included marginalized
groups. Yet, the political interests of those groups remained underrepresented. Htun explains this apparent
incongruence is not totally wrong, as inclusion/presence is a process different from representation. We
cannot expect that the same tools designed for mere inclusion (quotas/reserved seats) can also efficiently
work to enhance the representation of interests.
While the relative inclusion of gendered and racialized groups has been the product of statutory
mechanisms, the representation of their interests has been a product of the coalition between social
movements and politicians. The advancement of women and minorities' rights, according to Htun (2016) is
more effective through their articulation with societal and transnational pressures. In fact, the political
inclusion of disadvantaged groups is a positive outcome or a joint product of other domestic and global
processes. Different from Mitchell-Walthour (2018), Htun (2016) encourages focusing on social
movements as they are the ones who propelled changes in policy, more than congress representatives or
other politicians.
Instead of focusing on how political presence fails to produce a better representation, Htun
highlights the positive side of inclusion. “The visible presence of people of darker skin and non-European
features in power communicates a message of recognition, broadens the criteria of what is considered
desirable and normative, and expands and alters the aesthetic associations of power” (Htun 2016, p. 171).
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When traditionally excluded groups are present in politics, they become more visible as citizens
and members of the national community (Htun 2016). This is quite an achievement in places with long
traditions of sexism, racism, and exclusion.
The presence of Black women in politics shows that even if they are included in formal political
institutions, they remain at the margins of political power. The mere focus on their presence can also
obscure the fact that being in a place they are not supposed to be impacts their experiences. This makes me
wonder to what extent overcoming structural and material barriers to political positions is enough to change
the hegemonic construction of political power.

Class and whitening
Research concerned with the recent access of women to elected office in Latin America observes
their social and economic background. In Women Legislators in Central America: Politics, Democracy and
Policy (2008), Michelle A. Saint-Germain y Cynthia Chavez Metoyer examine the paths to political power
of elected women in relation to the average women in Central America.
In the world, until relatively recent times, women who achieved high political positions (elected or
not) almost always did so through family relations (Saint-Germain and Chavez, 2008; Jalalzai 2016). This
is characterized as the traditional route to political power for women. The Central American legislative
representatives who were part of the study of Saint-Germain and Chavez presented other routes. The main
alternatives to the traditional path were activism in political parties and early participation in women's
sections of the largest political parties in their countries. Community activism and military careers are other
routes that explain women's access to power in Central America.
Historically, representatives in national legislatures around the world have frequently been part of
the elite (Saint-Germain and Chávez, 2008). When comparing the legislators of Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua with the average of women from both countries, Saint-Germain and
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Chavez found patterns of difference. Central American legislators, according to the researchers, were
different from not elected women in terms of class indicators such as education, socioeconomic status,
marital status, number of children and having a mother who worked outside the home (Saint-Germain and
Chavez 2008). From this perspective, the details listed are what explain the success of certain women in
politics.
Saint-Germain and Chavez’s analysis does not consider that the divisions of class among women
are often racialized. Black and indigenous women, traditionally relegated to domestic labor as the
aftermaths of enslavement, continue to occupy that situation while white and mestizo women follow the
path of political empowerment (Goldstein, 2003). The increase of some women in political positions is not
synonym of a general inclusion of women across races and socio-economic status.
For the case of Brazil, Sueli Carneiro (2003) advocates for the recognition of the racial dimension
of poverty in when acknowledging the ways in which poverty is feminized. The simultaneous racialization
and feminization of poverty are not exclusive to Brazil. In Peru, 31.5% of women of 14 years or older do
not have income on their own, while 12% of men from the same age face the same situation (INEI, 2018).
The differences are even larger among women (46.9%) and men (12.7%) in rural areas. There is no data
for Peruvian women of African descent.
On the other hand, because poverty is racialized, as Black women become part of an elite their
classification as Black women can be somehow destabilized. The literature in Peru suggests that what
happens is a whitening process through which people can leave their original racial classification behind
and move towards whiteness, which is always an upward mobility (Santos, 2002). Do Black women in
congress really become whiter or are still classified as Black women and treated as such?
For Oboler (2005), there is a strong stigma linked to blackness in Peru which can influence the
processes of whitening are more difficult to happen. This is a less conclusive position than that of GolashBoza (2010), according to which bleaching simply does not occur in the case of Peruvian blacks.
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According to Golash-Boza's (2010) diagnosis of blackness in Peru, the “elasticity of color”
(concept proposed by Telles and Paschel to refer to the relationship between skin color and racial
identification) in that context would be low since the color of someone's skin almost directly determines
their racial identification as Black. The importance of skin color leads Golash-Boza (2010) to conclude that
the labels negro, zambo, moreno y trigueño serve to describe different skin color tones of people who
correspond to a single racial category: Blacks (negros). Thus, for her, race and color are two different
concepts in the Peruvian case. That is why she considers this case unique with respect to other Latin
American countries.
The fact that the black category is fixed, as described by Golash – Boza (2010), means that the
transit between races is only possible for those who are the product of "biological" mestizaje. Conditions
such as economic income or education do not make whiter those who were initially classified as Black.
Finally, class is also thought to make differences among women racialized as Black. It is undeniable
that access to more economic resources, education or relative political power, impacts the individual
experiences of Black women traditionally impoverished and marginalized from basic rights. It is left to
wonder to what extent those differences in access affect the social and political experiences of the same
Black women that break away from extreme poverty (that is the case of the women I interviewed). Studies
about Peruvian media show that most of the Black women elected for Congress are racialized even during
their service as representatives (LUNDU 2012). The sense of their authority is, thus, blurred. As Collins
affirms (2017) members of traditionally excluded groups can achieve token inclusion in power without real
authority.

Sports
There is a trend among Black congress representatives in Latin America to be former sportsmen
and women. The Peruvian case is no exception. Sports are also a way of upward mobility for many Black
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people. Volleyball is one of the most practiced sports by women in Peru. It is also one of the elements that
has facilitated the recognition and participation of women in Peruvian public and political life (Wood,
2012). This is particularly true for athletes who practiced volleyball in the 1980s and 1990s when the
national team was more successful than ever. While participating in international competitions around the
world, the volleyball players then reconfigured the place of women in the nation (Wood, 2012). Years later,
their successes in volleyball would serve as a bridge to their incursion into Peruvian politics.
All volleyball players chosen for the Peruvian congress, with the exception of Gaby Pérez del Solar,
are Afro-Peruvian women of relatively humble socio-economic backgrounds (Wood, 2012). However,
sports emerge as one of the least explored ways to challenge the complex interconnections between race,
gender and the nation. Volleyball has provided a series of images that link Afro-Peruvian women with the
nation through their sporting successes. It remains to be asked how that same change has had an impact on
the access to political power of Afro-Peruvian women.
For Htun (2016), the athletic background of Afro-descendant legislators in Latin America is a
broader trend. In 2002, two Afro-descendant athletes were elected congress representatives in Colombia:
María Isabel Urrutia, weightlifting medalist, and Willington Ortiz, soccer champion. None of them were
linked to Afro-Colombian organizations (Htun, 2016). The example of these athletes is also included in a
report by the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights (2007) on the political participation of the AfroColombian population.
“There is the erroneous tendency to recognize prominent political figures of color as
representatives of Afro-descendants without really being; such is the case of the current
representatives to the Chamber elected in 2002 by the circumscription of blackness,
Wellington Ortiz and María Isabel Urrutia, who for the benefit of their public recognition
as athletes obtained seats in the Congress of the Republic without having any link with the
Afro-Colombian movement. It is only to examine their proposals and projects developed
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during the period of their investiture, and none or scarcely two or three, are related to the
defense of the interests of these Afro-descendant communities” (IIDH 2007, p. 140).
In 2013, the year in which Htun conducted her research, the three Afro-descendant legislators in
Peru were known former volleyball players: Cecilia Tait, Cenaida Uribe and Leyla Chihuán. At the same
time, their participation in the congress has not meant a change in policies aimed at improving the living
conditions of Afro-Peruvian women (Quevedo, 2014). People identified as Afro-Peruvian women are
elected based on their sports fame and performance, not because of their commitment to advance the
interests of Afro-Peruvian women.
There is not much research on the presence of athletes in political institutions or their role as
political representatives. Some research highlights sports as a means of social mobility for people of African
descent (Panfichi, 2009) and women (Wood, 2012). Sports spaces have also been segregated spaces where
racial differences are emphasized (Hilton and Rankin-Wright, 2016). Examples of this were more explicit
in contexts such as the United States, South Africa or Germany. In Peru, sports such as soccer serve as the
setting for the exacerbation of racial categories. The classic encounter between the national football clubs
Universitario de Deportes and Alianza Lima, for example, is part of a narrative of middle-class whites
versus working blacks, respectively (Gonzales, 2018).

Conclusion
Identity and activism are ways in which Black women cope with racism and racial discrimination.
Race is also inscribed in the body, and Black women’s bodies are spaces for discourse. In that sense, body
politics are important for political representation of Black women. The academic accounts about Black
women’s bodies and politics raise two questions. First, as Jordan-Zachery state it “how do marginalized
women with ‘access’ to power perform their intersectionality in terms of advocating on behalf of other
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marginalized women, particularly of their racial group?” (2017, p. 8). Second, how do specific beliefs and
stereotypes about Black women work in the political context?
There is evidence of the influence of stereotypes in the structural exclusion of Black people from
power in the United States and Brazil. The existence of negative stereotypes about Black Peruvian people,
along with their absence from most levels of government (besides the congress) suggests it could also be
the case in Peru. This question requires more data to be answered.
Only counting the number of women of African descent is not enough for understanding their
inclusion or exclusion from political power. Htun (2014) counts the number of women in legislatures and
Peru outstands as a country with multiple Black women in congress. A qualitative and closer approach to
those elected representatives and their context enables an explanation for the persistent marginalization of
women of African descent even when they are present.
Even though underrepresentation continues to be a challenge for most minorities, the case of Black
Peruvian women posits a paradox that is worth observing. Overall, we lack information about the challenges
Black women face for accessing political power in Peru. As the Peruvian case represents an “exception” in
its number of Black women in congress, it is a suitable context for exploring their strategies to overcome
those challenges and the role of their race and gender in their experiences while serving as congress
representatives.
Mitchell-Walthour’s suggests that studying political inequality “requires the researcher to
understand how Afro-Brazilians experience the world” (2018, p. 222). I take on that recommendation for
the way in which I approach to the issue of political inequality in Peru: by paying attention to the
experiences of Afro-Peruvian women.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Framework
Introduction
According to previous literature, Black women are affected by political inequality, which is
expressed in different ways and with different causes. Most of the literature reviewed for this study focuses
on the quantitative aspect of Black women’s exclusion from political positions in Latin America. A mere
quantitative focus on inequalities portrays Peru as a country where Black women do have access to elected
positions in Congress. Data and analysis of Black women’s experiences points to a different direction.
Politics are not Black women’s “natural place”. As they do not belong, their bodies are hyper visible when
they are present in the political realm. This presence does not guarantee the political (substantive)
representation of Black women as a group.
Following Patricia Hill Collins (2017) work on power and politics, I choose intersectionality as a
point of departure for my analysis of Black Peruvian women’s access to political power. In this section I
define intersectionality and the implications of using such approach. Later, I turn to Collins’ (2000)
domains-of-power analytical framework. Finally, I review decolonial feminist critiques of intersectionality
and their compatibility.

Intersectionality
Since Kimberlé Crenshaw first coined the term intersectionality in 1991, it has been used in
multiple ways for a wide range of research questions. An intersectional approach lets us understand that
their experiences are not influenced by the sum of gender and racial oppression, but by the convergence of
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both categories. Kimberlé Crenshaw (1995) suggested that the intersections of categories of difference,
such as gender, race, sexuality or class, produce a particular experience of gendered race, racialized gender
or sexualized class, for example.
However, not all the research that claims to be intersectional really responded to the original goal
of the concept. From the perspective of Critical Race Theory, Crenshaw offered the foundational text for
the intersectional framework. From the perspective of Feminist Theory, the origins of intersectionality are
often blurred by a mainstream version of the concept. As Carasthatis (2016) suggests, intersectionality
becomes flat and depoliticized when used as part of a post-racial discourse within the white-dominated
feminism. Thus, the “intersectional talk” in academia mostly reflects a superficial engagement with
intersectionality and Crenshaw’s project.
Puar (2012), as Carasthasis (2016), finds a superficial engagement with the project of
intersectionality within the use of the term. "Much like the language of diversity, the language of
intersectionality, its very invocation, it seems, largely substitutes for intersectional analysis itself. What I
have elsewhere called ‘diversity management’ can more rigorously be described as a ‘tendency to displace
the concept of intersectionality from any political practice and socio-economic context by translating it into
a merely theoretical abstraction of slipping signifiers of identity’ (Erel et al. 2011, p. 66)" (Puar 2012, p.
53).
Peter Kwan’s (1997) critique of intersectionality is an example of the diversity among the
interpretations of intersectionality. Kwan suggested that “scholars who wrote about intersectionality
responded to marginalization by creating new marginal categories” (1997, p. 1277) and that
“intersectionality forces one to decide a priori which identities matter” (1997, p. 1278). In a similar way
but from a feminist perspective, Jennifer C. Nash (2008) considers intersectionality as a theory that treats
black women as a unitary and monolithic entity. Moreover, for Nash, intersectionality would also fail to
capture “the ways in which race, gender, sexuality, and class, among other categories, are produced through
each other” (2008, p. 10). Both critiques show how intersectionality had been interpreted in multiple ways,
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in some cases even failing to understand the potential of such framework to render visible multiple ways of
oppression. Regardless this ongoing debate, intersectionality has been successfully used by some
intellectuals to elucidate how Black women are affected by both race and gender simultaneously.
Black women’s experiences had been central for the emergence of intersectionality as a concept.
The case of Afro-Brazilian women (Collins and Bilge, 2016) is probably representative of the women of
African descent across Latin America. In the middle, between the feminist movement and the Black
movement, they had to find a tool to explain their specific situation. Falcon explains this phenomenon in
terms of a mestiza double consciousness which allows her interviewees (Afro-Peruvian women) to realize
that “mainstream feminist and other Black-centered organizations in Peru did not match their political views
and activist goals” (2008, p.665). The gap between both groups is an opportunity for them to move forward
their current situation of invisibility.
As part of a country that recognizes mainly its Andean indigenous population (De la Cadena, 1998;
Scaritt, 2012), women of African Descent in Peru remain invisible, and their voices silenced. Officially,
Peru did not have population of African descent until recently, when the National Census included the
ethno-racial variable. Unlike the Brazilian government, Peruvian government has not collected racial
statistics since 1940. Then, the category of Black women did not exist as an officially recognized population
(Collins and Bilge, 2016) in Peru either. Intersectionality offers a suitable framework for rendering visible
the experiences of women of African descent in Peru.

Intersectionality and Political Power
In the U.S., political scientists like Julia Jordan – Zachery (2007), Evelyn Simien (2007) and Nadia
Brown (2014) have used intersectionality to approach the ways in which race, gender and class shape
politics. For the case of Latin America, Mala Htun and Gladys Mitchell- Walthour use intersectionality as
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a tool to understand the inclusion and exclusion of the Black population in general (Mitchell- Walthour,
2018) and Black women in particular (Htun, 2014) from positions of political power.
According to Patricia Hill Collins (2017) groups that are traditionally marginalized from the
political realm can achieve “token inclusion”. This, she explains, does not mean they gain political power.
“Representatives from subordinated groups may seemingly participate in all levels of governance, yet
possess visibility without authority” (Collins 2017, p. 37). Their presence in legislatures, like the case of
Afro-Peruvian women, is complex and involves intersecting power relations.
In that sense, the focus cannot be merely on representation. Rather, it is necessary to analyze power
and politics through matrixes of domination and domains-of-power. Both are frameworks developed by
Collins and contribute to understanding how multiple systems of oppression intersect to give shape to power
dynamics. Those power relations can be studied through four domains: structural, disciplinary, cultural and
interpersonal (Collins, 2017).
Beyond political representation, Collins proposes to analyze power and politics through the
framework of matrix of domination and domains-of-power. These frameworks of analysis allow to
understand how multiple oppression systems intersect to shape power dynamics. Instead of a simple
dichotomy between oppressors and oppressed, the intersectional analysis proposed by Collins suggests
understanding power as a complex phenomenon.
There are multiple social and political theories about power. The nature of power has been a
constant question among political theorist. Michelle Foucault, for instance, examined a similar question
from a social perspective and has since revolutionized the concept of power in the social sciences. The
frameworks of matrix of domination and domains-of-power developed by Collins dialogue with Foucault's
approach in the sense that they assume that power is everywhere, rather than being concentrated in a single
space to which some have access and others do not. Alternatively, it also questions the usefulness of
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understanding power as manifested and organized in multiple spaces. For this, domains-of-power intervene
as a language for analyzing power relations from two perspectives
First, Collins (2000) considers that oppression and activism are dialectically related, as there are
groups with greater power that oppress others with less power. Changes in society are generated in the
midst of the interaction of both forces. This perspective takes oppression and resistance as intrinsically
related in a way that the shape of one influences the other. In the same context, humans have agency and
can oppose oppression.
Following a Foucauldian perspective, domains-of-power also understand power as an element
flowing within a matrix of domination in which individuals position themselves in variable relationships
(Collins, 2000). That is, the position of the subjects with respect to and within a matrix is contingent. It
changes according to those aspects of identity that intermingle or stand out in certain situations. The
condition of oppressor and oppressed is fluctuating.
Both approaches to power together help to explain that there are undeniable differences in the
distribution of power among people according to the categories in which they are classified. At the same
time, if power is contingent, people who generally occupy the position of oppressed have agency and can
exercise resistance to the matrix that oppresses them. This last point is important for an academic agenda
that aims to see solutions and lines of change in addition to diagnosing the inequalities and oppressions
prevailing.

Domains-of-Power
As Collins (2017) explains, simply mentioning power abstractly prevents us from finding the
meaning in reality of different combinations of oppression systems. Exclusion from politics is a form of
domination and limitation of some people’s citizenship. To study the power behind the oppression systems
that enable such exclusion, I use the domains-of-power framework developed by Collins. These are the
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disciplinary, structural, cultural and interpersonal domains. This framework illuminates the complexity of
the link between multiple oppressions and resistances.
The structural domain operates on a large scale, systematically and has operated for a long time.
Major social institutions marginalize Black women from the full exercise of their citizenship. Differences
in access to education, employment, health services are part of this domain. As previous literature indicates,
Black women have resisted the structural dominance of power from outside social institutions through
social movements or in everyday life. Lately, however, Black women have also gained positions of
authority within the same institutions that traditionally marginalized them, as is the case with the
congresswomen who have motivated this study. For Collins, the inclusion of Black women in such
organizations changes the organization’s appearance.
Once included in institutions such as universities, industries, and governments, Black women are
regulated not to modify those institutions. The disciplinary domain-of-power asks about the ways in which
black women are monitored once inside the structure. Institutions and their policies achieve that through
their own functioning, as Foucault points out in his theory of power (Collins, 2000). Without being openly
sexist or racist, bureaucratic hierarchies and surveillance techniques within institutions control the
population and maintain the status quo. Bureaucracy, in this sense, refers to the modern form of organization
of society that reproduces intersectional oppressions and masks their effects. Surveillance is a form of
bureaucratic and ambivalent control. Just as Black women are monitored within institutions, they can keep
institutions under surveillance as a form of resistance.
The cultural or hegemonic domain-of-power is related to culture, ideology and social
consciousness. The other two domains depend on it in the sense that ideology justifies disciplinary and
structural practices. Collins (2000) understands hegemonic ideology and culture as the axis that links all
domains of power: social institutions, their organizational practices, and everyday social interactions.
Common sense created by the dominant groups endorses their permanence in power. School curriculum,
religious teachings, community cultures, and family histories transport and build the ideology considered
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as common sense. The media are also key to understanding hegemonic dominance because they reproduce
negative images of black women. Their resistance in this domain may consist of building counterhegemonic
knowledge or doing what is not expected from them.
Everyday life is organized by ideas about difference. This is what Collins calls the interpersonal
domain of power. Individual identities and everyday racism are components of this domain. The author
warns that, although individual freedoms are part of the interpersonal domain, structural inequalities are
not erased by isolated cases of individuals who ignore or overcome historical barriers.

Decolonial Feminism
In Latin America, there exists a theoretical perspective known as decolonial feminism that
presents tensions with the concept of intersectionality. Maria Lugones (2011) suggests that the gender
division was imposed during colonial rule as a human characteristic denied to the historically
dehumanized colonized populations. Because gender differences are part of humanity and whiteness,
the racialization of colonized and Black bodies includes their marginalization from gender. In that
sense, race, gender and class do not conjugate easily. They are categories built as atomic, separable
and dichotomic differences. If Women are white and Blacks are men, the intersection of race and
gender shows the absence rather than the presence of Black women (Lugones, 2011).
Marcel Velasquez's (2005) interpretation of enslavement in Peru through a similar perspective
on gender, includes an explanation of how race was constructed in Peruvian society close to gender.
According to Velasquez (2005), the definitions of gender and enslavement were intertwined. The
implementation of enslavement demanded the destruction of multiple gender relations among African
communities. The genderization of enslaved people was ambiguous. On one hand, the whole
population was feminized in order to dominate it. On the other, men were views as hyper masculine
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because of their exaggerated strength and virility. Thus, enslavement in Peru affected decisively the
gender identity of enslaved populations.
Alexander Weheliye (2014) offers further elaboration in that point. “Namely, in the same way
that black people appear as either nonhuman or magically hyperhuman within the universe of Man,
black subjects are imbued with either a surplus (hyperfemininity or hypermasculinity) of gender and
sexuality or a complete lack thereof (desexualization)”. (Weheliye 2014, p.41). Weheliye here
attempts to take intersectionality a step beyond to explain that racial slavery and colonialism armory,
“have constitutively incapacitated black subjects’ ability to conform to hegemonic gender and
sexuality norms, and often excessively so” (Weheliye 2014, p. 41).
Race marks the difference between those who have gender and those who don’t. This suggests
us to turn to race and racism but always taking into account its relation to no-gender. Intersectionality,
as Lugones (2011) herself recognizes, is useful to examine institutional dimensions of exclusion or
oppression experienced by non-white women. In that sense, decolonial feminism is important to
problematize any approach to intersectionality that pretends to elucidate the mutual constitution of
race and gender. Here is where intersectionality and decolonial feminism actually agree.
Gender decoloniality, as it is developed by Lugones (2011), approaches critically to the binary
man/woman as colonial constructions. Man and woman should not be taken for granted as analytical
categories without considering their colonial history and imposition. At the same time, colonized
populations have adopted and internalized that binary. Initially marginalized from gender
classification because of dehumanization, some indigenous and Afro descendant contemporary people
assume their identity as women in order to make sense of their world. The answer to this paradox has
yet to be solved theoretically and methodologically.
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Conclusion
Intersectionality serves to shed light on a group that has been traditionally ignored by Peruvian
official discourse. It also serves to elucidate that Black women’s exclusion cannot be explained in terms of
race or gender separately or in addition (Hancock, 2007). As we can see from previous research on
inequalities, the absence of Black women in Latin American legislatures does not result from the sum of
racial and gender inequalities. Black women are more absent than the overall Black population and the
overall women population in legislatures.
Even though I believe an academic agenda that aims for equality should challenge the gender binary
construction, it is hard to explain structural inequalities without taking into account the gender and racial
structures at place. Via intersectionality, those structures are mutually constituted and generate specific
experiences of exclusion.
Intersectionality as a research paradigm presents opportunities and challenges for political sciences.
It is often envisioned as a set of untestable normative claims or as focused on mere description. At the same
time, it offers a new way to examine policy-making. While examining how race and gender had been
considered as categories on political sciences’ research, Hancock (2007) introduces the fuzzy-set logic
instead of rigid and isolated categories. This means research should approach data with a flexible set of
categories. In order to address the challenge of collecting data (qualitative or quantitative) for intersectional
analysis, the fuzzy-set logic is an effective strategy for handling causal complexity (Hancock 2007).
Along with Collins’ (2017) domains-of-power, intersectionality provides a way to frame the
analysis of political inequality that goes beyond binary categories and the essentialization of oppression.
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Chapter 4
Methodologies
Introduction
Since the inclusion of gender quotas in several Latin American governments, the number of women
in legislatures had increased consistently. Quotas by themselves, however, are not the only reason behind
the access of women to spaces of political participation and representation. Women have had diverse ways
of gaining access to political power like family ties, activism, and military careers (Saint-Germain and
Chávez, 2008).
The case of Afro-Peruvian women demands more than just a gender perspective. An intersectional
approach highlights the importance of understanding the simultaneity of different categories of oppression.
As Nadia Brown suggests (2014), to view politics from the perspective of race or gender ignores the
intersectional space where women of African descent are in politics. An analysis that takes into account
race and gender might look disorganized because it combines two approaches that are generally perceived
as separated. Moreover, race and gender are socially constructed categories that are built and maintained
through dynamic and historically contingent processes (Brown, 2014). It is hard to draw the limits between
each category because they are also mutually constituted and cannot be understood in isolation.
Political science, concerned with issues of power, is a field of study characterized by their use and
appreciation of quantitative methods, in contrast with other social sciences. A quantitative focus does not
make visible the nuances in the experiences of those individuals that make up the numbers in the statistics.
Here, I draw on previous quantitative analysis to select the cases I wanted to analyze qualitatively.
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Political science is also a field known for its lack of attention to the intersection of race and gender
in relation to the unequal distribution of power and privilege (Simien 2007), even though recent research
shows the pervasiveness of both constructions, whether separately or in tandem (Htun 2012). Therefore, it
is not surprising that the methodologies available in political science are insufficient for the analysis of
multiple categories of oppression.
Intersectionality, on the one hand, is frequently criticized for lacking an associated method (JordanZachery 2007). On the other hand, Simien (2007) highlights that one advantage of intersectionality research
is the possibility of innovating methodologically and theoretically. This research design aims to take
advantage of those possibilities and uses ethnographic methodologies such as in-depth interviews to explore
the Afro-Peruvian women’s access to political power.
Following, this chapter explains the way the data was collected for this study, along the setting,
participants and data analysis procedures. Additionally, I expose my positionality as a researcher.

Data collection
Through ethnographic interviews, researchers can gather in-depth information about selected
topics, explore personal histories, and identify an individual’s cultural knowledge and beliefs (Le Compte
and Schensul 2010). In this case, Afro-Peruvian women elected for Congress between 2000 and 2016 are
representative individuals for the experience of access to political power while being racialized and
gendered. I selected semi-structured interviews because they have both a preliminary set of topics to guide
the conversation and the opportunity to make follow-up questions depending on the flow of the
conversation.
There is benefit in using Black women’s voices as starting points for the analysis of their political
behavior (Brown, 2014). Furthermore, Black women can be the vantage point for developing further
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theories about race, gender, class and their intersectionality (Spillers, 1987). A better understanding of their
situation in relation to power can also shed light on how the matrix of power works for other groups.
Afro-Peruvian former and current congresswomen are the unit of analysis for this study. The
sample consisted of five women who were elected as congress representatives between 2000 and 2016.
These cases were selected through the existent theory on the issue. As LeCompte and Schensul (2010)
explain researchers can choose specific units depending on the context or their characteristics if they permit
to test, modify or generate theories. I interviewed 4 out of 5 people targeted as the sample.

Procedure
The interviews were conducted in Lima, Peru. The goal was to interview 100 percent of women
elected between 2000 and 2016 that had been identified as Black either by the media or by the Black social
movement. The interviews were conducted in Spanish and recorded with the interviewees' consent. The
interviewees chose the location for each interview. They took place at an office in the National Congress
building, the Municipal Palace, a Post-Chemotherapy Treatment Center and a family house.
Originally, the interviews were designed to last between 60 and 90 minutes. The length of each
interview, though, varied. One of them, the shortest, lasted 20 minutes. The other three extended for over
45 minutes. The interviewees who were not currently working in politics gave less time to the interviews.
All of them agreed to be recorded.
The people participating in this study are public figures. In that sense, their names appear
throughout this report, mainly when they are mentioned by the media or when it is public information
provided by the Peruvian Congress. The information gathered through interviews, however, is kept
anonymous due to the confidential treatment of the participants’ identifiers. As part of the research protocol,
the researcher and the participants signed an informed consent form to participate in minimal risk research.
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The section about privacy and confidentiality of such protocol states that the researcher will do her
best to keep the participants’ identity in reserve. The protocol also recognizes it is impossible to keep
absolute confidentiality. A limitation to protect the identities of the participants in this study is that they are
public figures with publicly known life histories and could be easily recognized by some people. In my
attempt to keep their identities in reserve, I provide them with pseudonyms and erase information that could
help identify them (i.e. birth dates, relatives’ names).
The protocol for this study was submitted to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of USF before
conducting the fieldwork. The Center for Ethnic Development (Centro de Desarrollo Étnico) a Peruvian
non-profit civil association that works with the Afro-Peruvian community offered support and permission
to conduct this project. Finally, the study was classified as Minimal Risk, therefore categorized as Exempt.
The methodology for this study included online archival research about the Afro-Peruvian women
elected to Congress. According to LeCompte and Schensul (2010), content analysis of secondary archival,
textual, or visual data is one of the ethnographic methodologies. This allows the elicitation of themes or
content in a body of written or printed media. It also provides historical or background information from
documents. As the congressional representatives selected for this study have a strong presence on the media,
I gathered some information from websites and online newspapers.
The Peruvian Congress website has historical information about former representatives, each of
them with a personal website for each period. The Peruvian National Jury of Elections, in charge of
overseeing the legality of electoral processes, provides online information about candidates like Curriculum
Vitae and the distribution of votes. Both websites were sources for this archival research.
During my stay in Peru, in the summer semester of 2019, I also conducted participant observation
in events and meetings related to my research and the people involved. By coincidence, it was also the
Afro-Peruvian Heritage month; so, June was full of activities related to the broader community that inspire
this study.
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Researcher’s Standpoint
Standpoint theory has its roots in Marxism thought but has been further developed and embraced
by feminist scholars who recognize the importance of their self-examination for quality research
(Golombisky, 2018). Standpoint theory “claims that occupying a certain social location may facilitate or
block the achievement of certain insights” (Jaggar 2016, p.306). Thus, it is important to acknowledge
scholars’ standpoint or social location in order to examine the ways that might influence their assumptions,
and expectations from their research (Golombisky, 2018). Here is my attempt to identify my “personal
research blinders” or limited perspectives and possible sources of bias (Golombisky, 2018) by describing
my own demographics, history and circumstances.
As an Afro-Peruvian woman myself, most of the topics discussed in this thesis pertain me. That is
not how I planned it from the beginning. I thought about the participants of this study as part of the political
elite, whose lives were quite different from mine in socio-economic terms, even though they were also
Afro-Peruvian women. I did not even expect them to relate with me in the interviews. Once in front of them
and during the interviews I think that my skin color, hair texture and facial features contributed to their
openness to talk about race, racism and their perception of the world as Black women. It was an opportunity
to gather invaluable information regarding their experiences. Yet, it is important to acknowledge that their
perceptions of me had a role in the quality of information they shared with me.
Most of my life, since I was 12 years old, I have been an activist of the Afro-Peruvian social
movement and worked with Afro-Peruvian communities in Lima. This is important for this research for
two reasons. First, because I wanted this research to have some meaning for my community. I focus on
inequalities because I have seen them at work, in addition to experiencing them myself.
Later, I also become part of a group of Black feminists in Peru with whom I have discussed our
experiences of racialized sexism. So, I knew I wanted to do my research about and with Black women but
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did not know what to ask in order to explore the pervasiveness of the constructions of race and gender in
Black Peruvian women’s political, social, and economic and personal lives. In that sense, my research
question surged amidst a dissonance between the experiences I know of other Black women in Peru (myself
included) and the apparent success of the Black women elected for Congress. This was my main source of
bias.
As other scholars have suggested about them, I also thought most of the participants in this study
would not identify themselves as Black or as Black women. This influenced the design of my study, as I
avoided a direct question about their self-identification. My fear was that they would decline an interview
about race immediately. My bias was greatly challenged when they came up with statements about their
experiences as Black women. This was unexpected but also provided the opportunity to delve into the issues
that motivated this research. About this, I agree with Collins when she states, “Black women possess a
unique standpoint on, or perspective of, their experiences and that there will be certain commonalities of
perception shared by Black women as a group” (Collins 2016, p.309). The commonalities in our perceptions
and experiences are now part of the value of my research.
The second reason is that my research process in Peru involved my activist background. If I
achieved to contact the five potential participants for this study was in part because of the network of AfroPeruvian people I know there, which was willing to help me. The Afro-Peruvian women who had been
elected for congress might look far from their peers now, but they shared origins with other Afro-Peruvian
people through their neighborhoods or extended family ties.
I recognize my identities engaged in this research project and that they contribute to its shape. As
someone invested in struggles for equality, justice, and recognition, the interpretations I offer in this thesis
about the realities I have observed and analyzed might thus be partial to my political agenda. To mitigate
this potential bias, I have conducted open-ended, semi-structured interviews, allowing the interviewees to
speak for themselves, and I have reproduced the most relevant parts of these interviews in this thesis,
allowing the reader to learn from them the same way I have.
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Setting
I did not realize how close I was to political power until I conducted my first interview. It took
place in the main Congress building. To my surprise, I was expected to enter through the main door of the
building, instead of the back door where most visitors are received. Feeling underdressed for the occasion,
with a sweater, blue jeans and flats, I met the vice-president of the National Congress at her office with
colonial baroque decoration. The interviewee looked somewhat laid-back, wearing jeans and sneakers, but
the building transmitted a lot of formality and rigidness.
Traditional or not, the people in my sample were part of Peruvian political elite so it was hard to
get the interviews. I started by mapping the possible connections I had with them through acquaintances.
Another strategy was to find their email addresses. I asked my academic advisor to communicate with them
with formal letters introducing my work and me. Once I contacted one of them, I asked them if they knew
how I could contact the other people on my list.
After months of attempts, I managed to contact all the people I planned to interview. However, only
four agreed to be part of the study. Despite my insistence, one of them rejected any kind of interview. As
my friends and her former employees warned me, she was not interested in talking about politics or race.
Her interactions with the media, however, are part of this study to open the discussion on surrounding
discourses about race. Below, there are brief summaries of the political trajectories of the four women of
African descent who currently serve or used to serve as congress representatives and participated in this
study.
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Participants
Congresswoman 1 (Aurora 11)
“I’ve always been politically correct,” says my first interviewee. She laughs and I laugh with her unsure
if we share the same idea about political correctness. The day we met, she was the vice-president of the
Peruvian National Congress. She did not plan to go so far when she was growing up in Breña, a traditional
neighborhood in Lima, Peru.
She could not imagine such a turn in her life either when she was an outstanding professional volleyball
player in the 90s. While living abroad from Peru, Aurora did not directly experience the political crisis of
terrorism and dictatorship of those years. She remembers, however, being interested in politics at the age
of 14 or 15 years old.
After traveling around the world playing volleyball, she went back to Peru in 2011. By then, Aurora’s
face was well known in the Peruvian media. “I have always been a known face…People identified me with
my character and strength during games”, she asserts. This popularity propelled the beginning of her
political career. As she returned to her country, many political groups approached to offer her a place on
their candidates’ list for Congress. Finally, she accepted the invitation of Fuerza Popular, a branch of
Fujimorism. Since 2011, she is a guest in that political party. This means she was appointed by the party
board and does not have the same rights nor duties as an affiliated member. Guests are often used by
political parties to fulfill the minimum number of candidates required to participate in general elections.
Soon after accepting Fuerza Popular’s invitation, she became a congress representative. The first time
she was elected was in 2011 for the city of Lima. There she served until 2016 when she was re-elected for
a new term that ends in 2021.

11

Because of confidentiality, I decided to assign pseudonyms to the participants of this study.
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Congresswoman 2 (Beatriz)
Any google search with her name would show results about her sister as well. Victim of a terrorist
attack, her sister was assassinated in 1992. A couple of years later, Beatriz was offered a position as a
councilmember in a list for municipal elections. That was not the beginning of her political career tough.
For her, everything started as a volunteer at age 12, due to her mother’s insistence. Several years later, a
political party contacted her to be part of their list for municipal elections. In 1999, she was running for
Congress and she was elected. Soon after, she had to leave her position because the political crisis required
new general elections. Beatriz was elected again and served as a representative for two consecutive periods
between 2001 and 2011.

Congresswoman 3 (Camila)
The first time she served in a political position was as a councilmember for her district, Villa Maria del
Triunfo, in 1998. One of her colleagues at the municipality asks her to introduce him to Alejandro Toledo
in order to run elections with his list for Congress. None of them really knew Toledo, but Camila took the
risk and went to meet the presidential candidate. Like most Peruvians, the candidate already knew about
her and her athletic performance. He welcomed her thinking she was the one interested in running for
elections. At first, she rejected the possibility, but Toledo offered to include Camila’s colleague, only if she
also accepted to run for Congress. A few hours later, she was assigned the number 30 in Peru Posible’s list
(a number higher than her colleague’s). She was elected for one more term in 2011. She ran for Congress
again on 2016 but she was not elected again. The day we meet, she receives me at the reception of the
Center for Post-Chemotherapy Treatment she owns.
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Congresswoman 4 (Diana)
Some people recognize her as the first Afro-Peruvian congress representative. Her time in office was
rather short. She served for a year, as she was part of the Congress elected in 2000 when the president fled
the country and resigned his position. That same Congress called for general elections in 2001. At that
moment, Diana decided she did not want to serve as a legislator again. Like other congresswomen who
were part of this study, she remembers the beginning of her path to elected office as a sequence of fortuitous
events. One day at work, her boss called her for a meeting and ended up registered in a Fujimorist list of
candidates. More than one political party, she tells me, look forward to work with her because of her
knowledge and experience in government. Diana is the only participant who had a college degree and a
graduate certificate in government affairs before running for elections.

Data Analysis
I analyzed the semi-structured interviews using a qualitative data analysis software. Because the
length of each interview varied, it was hard to ask all of them the exact same questions. This is the reason
why the process of coding was guided by the connections that emerged among interviews, instead of preset
categories.
The software allowed me to organize the codes in groups and subgroups. The existent literature
and my research question directed the initial groups of information. I selected the groups for further analysis
based on two criteria. First, it was the number of references (or quotes in an interview associated to certain
topic), and second, the number of interviews that contained references to them. With the exception of hair,
the topics further discussed in the analysis section of this thesis have the most references and are present in
more than three interviews. My decision regarding the hair topic was inspired by the centrality Black
women’s bodies have in the literature about them.
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Conclusion
Through semi-structured interviews, I gathered information on the experience of four former and
current Peruvian congresswomen of African descent. The interviews were conducted in Lima, Peru and
recorded for the following analysis. The data was analyzed with the help of a qualitative data analysis
software. As a researcher, I recognize that some of my traits have an impact on the shape of this project.
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Chapter 5
Analysis
Introduction
This section presents the analysis of the experiences of Black Peruvian congresswomen as they are
shaped by the intersection of race and gender. I divided the analysis in five categories according to the
themes that emerged from the in-depth semi-structured interviews and the preliminary findings. First, I
explore the link between their bodies and the process of racialization they go through. Closely related, I
introduce a discussion on the participants’ identities and their perceptions on a racialized body marker: hair.
This section includes their experiences of discrimination inside and outside of congress. The particular
case of those congressional representatives who are also former volleyball players is also observed here.
Finally, I frame their paths to political power as ambiguous spaces of exception.

Black women’s bodies and racialization
Bodies are central to the experience of women on African descent in Latin America. Enslavement
and the middle passage, as Spillers (1987) and Weheliye (2014) explain, inscribed race and blackness over
African people’s bodies. This process of inscription is what we call racialization. Racialization involves
labeling but goes beyond that. For Weheliye (2014), racialization is a means of dehumanizing certain
population. The racialized bodies are transformed into mere flesh, in order to be dominated. When someone
is categorized as Black, based in their physical features or ancestry, racialization is enacted.
Racialization is attached to the construction of gender. Latin American decolonial feminists like
Maria Lugones (2011), argue that through the historical racialization of African and indigenous populations
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they were marginalized from humanity and from the gender binary men/women. According to this,
someone cannot be Black and woman at the same time, because Black is a non-human, non- gendered
category. In theory, decolonial feminism detangles the gender and racial structures inherited from colonial
rule. In practice, it is left to wonder how we can make sense of the experiences of people that identify
themselves as Black women and who experience the world through their classification as women among
the group of Black people.
I chose intersectionality to make sense of the experience of Afro-Peruvian women in Congress
because it agrees with decolonial feminists about the mutually constitutive relation of race and gender. At
the same time, intersectionality frames both categories as systems of oppression that manifest in specific
experiences and inequalities. In this way, intersectionality provides the chance to shed light on a population
significantly ignored and invisibilized in Peru.
Interestingly, the people of my study were selected because they were categorized by someone else
as Black or of African descent. The research that mentioned the case of Afro-Peruvian women in Congress
also emphasized their lack of self-identification (Rios-Indacochea, 2015). Then, how did we know they
were Afro-Peruvian? The paradox of being racially categorized without self-identification expresses the
centrality of bodies and visible markers for the process of racialization. Skin color, hair texture, nose shape,
and lips size are characteristics that can talk by themselves and predict an individual status in society. The
congresswomen of this study had some or all of those characteristics. Therefore, they were classified as
Black by the media while Black social organizations questioned them for not recognizing “their” Black
identity (Rios-Indacochea, 2015).
After centuries of reproduction of this process in order to sustain enslavement and domination over
the population of African descent, the legacy of racialization is expressed today in multiple ways. The
media, for instance, actively participates in the process of labeling and categorizing people in racial terms.
Black Congresswomen are not exempt from that practice in the media.
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“The fact that he is white and you morena 12 draws attention”, said the tabloid journalist to Elena, a
congresswoman, inquiring about her relationship with a Peruvian actor. A few months after being elected
for the congressional term 2006-2011, she answered “It's all a matter of self-esteem. We both attract
attention. They look at us a lot because we are public people. I got used to it. Some people talk about racism,
but I have not felt it, I feel like anyone else” 13. Her response, framed in “abstract liberalism” and
“naturalization” (Bonilla-Silva, 2014), presented racism as a personal issue of those who fail to love
themselves and get used to it.
Abstract liberalism and naturalization, Eduardo Bonilla-Silva (2014) explains, are central frames
of color-blind racism in the United States. The first one is the most important because it sets the basis for a
new racial ideology that abstractly refers to equality among people of different racial groups (Bonilla-Silva,
2014). New racist discourses rearticulate ideas about equal opportunity and human universalism to justify
their opposition to policies meant to alleviate racial inequality. In other words, if we are all equals and rights
are for all, there is no need to talk about the differences produced by racism.
In Peruvian society, abstract liberalism takes another form with similar results. When Elena said
she feels “like anyone else” she was drawing on a discourse about racial equality among Peruvians. The
discourse on Mestizaje emphasizes liberal universalism in opposition to the institutionalized racialized
difference (Wade, 2016); focuses on racial homogeneity without addressing persistent racial inequalities.
As in the case of the interview with the tabloid, mestizaje uses abstract liberalism to highlight individuality,
hide differences and deny racism. Such a discourse has continually contributed to perpetuating racism in
Peruvian society.
Mestizaje’s abstract liberalism is not the only existing discourse about race and racism in Peru.
Some sectors of the population (Afro-Peruvian and indigenous) have resisted erasure by means of raising
12

Morena/o is a category used by Peruvians as a synonym of Black (Golash-Boza, 2010). It can be considered a
euphemism that replace the stigmatized word “negro/a” in order to be polite.
13

Personal translation from Spanish.
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awareness about the problem of racism and its consequences. The tabloid interview took place in 2006,
some years after the First World Conference Against Racism in Durban in 2001 where many South
American activists participated. This was a critical event for making visible racism as a problem in Peru
and Latin America (Falcon, 2008; Paschel, 2016) and initiated debates about its impact.
Both discourses compete in Elena’s interaction with the media. On one side, a discourse that
emphasizes sameness in opposition to racism and blames a lack of self-esteem for social problems. On the
other, a discourse that acknowledges racial differences and recognizes as racist the comments about an
interracial couple.
Although Elena is conscious that both discourses exist, she chooses to side with the liberal idea of
equality. I argue this is a discursive strategy that releases the tension from the violent act of racial
categorization. Following a Foucauldian notion of power, “where there is power there is resistance and
individuals have scripts (that is, tactics) available to them at multiple points in the social fabric” (Lemelle,
2010). Sameness, in Elena's discourse, confronts the differences that the journalist imposes over her.
Moreover, denying racism is another way in which Elena reiterates her sameness. Accepting an identity as
a victim of racism implies accepting her difference in society. Even though she resisted the classification,
the journalist did not change the schedule of the interview.
In response to further questions about racism, Elena 14 kept eluding the topic about her race with a
color-blind discourse: “When they make jokes about blacks, it does not bother me. We are black, then! I do
not have complexes. I do not see differences between people”. This single interaction was offered by the
newspaper as an amusing and “hot” interview with a politician, but it also hints at racial and gender
dynamics within and its relation to power, representation and bodies. What made the journalist classify her
as “morena” and make her questions about racism when she does not feel different from the rest?

I have assigned a pseudonym to this congresswoman even she did not participate in the study in order to keep the
confidentiality and identity of the participants.
14
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Neil Gotanda’s (1995) intervention from Critical Race Theory is helpful to understand this process
of recognition. For Gotanda, two formal rules explain how racial categorization works for Blacks. When
asking “who is Black?” the answer may be addressed by the rule of recognition or of descent. The first
holds that “any person whose Black-African ancestry is visible, is black” (1995, p. 258). The second rule
“holds that any person with a known trace of African ancestry is black” (1995, p. 258). One of the ways for
knowing if somebody has African ancestry is their remaining physical features. Thus, we can observe how
they are related, and the importance of the recognition process, in both cases, for defining who is Black.
Back to the tabloid interview, Elena, a congress representative, was classified as morena/Black by
the journalist before she had the chance to self-identify. Her race was just assumed, and she was inquired
about her private life and opinions based on that assumption. Gotanda’s rule of recognition might have
played a role here: Elena’s Black-African ancestry was visible for the interviewer. If we try to build her
genealogy, we could probably find a Chinese grandmother, an English great grandfather, or an indigenous
mother but those ancestors are not important for her categorization. She is visibly Black, and her interviewer
expects her to answer as a Black woman.
The categorization can be hardly destabilized during the conversation. Even after she explicitly
states that she “feels like anyone else”, the following questions still addressed her Blackness. Race was
inscribed in her body a long time ago and not even her upward mobility had prevented her to be perceived
that way (a topic also addressed in the interview) 15. Her race is not a result of her social status. As GolashBoza (2010) found out in her study of an Afro-Peruvian community, the category Black is not suitable for
change during a lifetime. Improvements in the social or class status of those Peruvians classified as Black
do not result in them being classified as whites or less Black. Race, however, is just one of the categories
of difference operating in the interview analyzed.

15

See full interview in Elpopular.pe (2007): http://www.elpopular.pe/espectaculos/2007-05-04-al-rojo-vivo-

con-cenaida-uribe
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The question about Elena’s relationship with a White male is not only explained because of her
race or gender. It relies on assumptions about Black women, the product of a racialized notion of gender
and a gendered notion of race. Interracial relationships, in this context, are part of a taboo that includes the
hyper-sexualization of Black female bodies. At the same time, it calls into question the legitimacy of the
relationship, as Black female bodies are not supposed to deserve affection from a White male. Although
class is a category that differentiates Elena from other Black Peruvian women, it does not play a role in this
interaction.
In “Feeling Race: Theorizing the Racial Economy of Emotions”, Bonilla-Silva states that “whether
consciously or not, we all feel race because the category is produced not just ‘objectively; but subjectively…
racialized actors feel the emotional weight of their categorical location” (2019, p. 2). It is through
intersubjectivity that Elena knows how other people could classify her. What is more, Black women, like
Elena, might resist racial classification because they are aware of the dehumanizing process inherent to
being racialized as Black.
Elena’s efforts for showing her sameness and color-blindness are in turn evidence of other possible
interpretations of social reality. She says she is like anyone else because she is aware other people think she
is not the same. She is aware of racialization and her denial of racial differences can be interpreted as a way
to resist the box where other people locate her when they read her body markers.
Her individual way of coping with racialization can be inadvertently harmful to the Black women
who are trying to make visible their collective struggle as both Black and female. Thus, it is to expect that
organized Black women do not feel represented by her. Even though Elena’s presence in congress should
mean an advancement in Black women’s position in Peruvian politics, Black women’s organizations keep
claiming their absolute marginalization from the political realm (Presencia y palabra, 2017). This tension
reiterates the specificity of Black women’s experience of blackness.
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Through enslavement and the middle passage African population and their descendants have been
inscribed with blackness. Physical features are central to racialization and dehumanization. People around
the participants of this study have categorized them as Black based on their physical features regardless of
their public silence about their racial identity. This relation is salient in the media interactions with Peruvian
Black congresswomen.
Racialization and racial classification in Peruvian society coexist with a discourse on mestizaje that
exalts the universalism of equality among citizens. I have argued Black congresswomen might recur to the
latter script as a way of resisting racial classification that simultaneously dehumanizes them and assigns
them lower status in society. In turn, their strategy can be harmful to those Black women that rather embrace
their identities in order to organize themselves and advocate for change. Publicly denying racism and
Blackness results in the dismissal of their struggle.
As I previously discussed, phenotype and body features can be stabilizing factors for the
categorization as Black. From an intersectional approach we could see that, when converging, race and
gender generate a new category inscribed in certain bodies. Here I have explored the process of racialization
as portrayed in a mediatized interaction. The next section will delve into Peruvian Black congresswomen’s
construction of their identity and the significance of hair in that process.

Identities and hair
Elena did not participate in the interviews for this research. The answers of her peers in this realm,
however, connect to the paradox of classification and self-identification posited in Black women’s bodies.
Two topics from the interviews I conducted stand out. First, the fact that my interviewees identified
themselves as Black or Afro-Peruvian. Second, their perceptions of body markers such as hair texture and
style.
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There is an extended rumor within the Afro-Peruvian community that most Congress
representatives who look Black do not identify themselves as such. Thus, it caught me by surprise when
my first interviewee answered with no hesitation that she was Afro-Peruvian. In fact, most of the women
interviewed did not shy away from talking about race and racism, two topics considered taboo in Peruvian
society (Callirgos, 1993).
It is also hard to disaggregate their perceptions about race, gender and class as discrete categories.
In their answers race is built in relation to class and vice versa, for instance. Even their self-identification
does not isolate one category from the others. They are simultaneously black and female. In Spanish,
adjectives are conjugated differently for female and male subjects. “Negra” refers to a Black female and it
is mostly used when referring to racial background. My interviewees emphasized being Black women
(mujer negra) or Afro-Peruvian women (mujer afroperuana), making explicit both categories that would be
implicit in using only the adjectives afroperuana or negra.
In her study about women of African descent and their political participation in Latin America,
Htun (2012) highlights self-identification as a challenge for implementing intersectional electoral
mechanisms. Most Black people in the region avoid identifying themselves as Black or Afro descendant.
On the other hand, people can be racially classified in multiple ways depending on the observer. Therefore,
the original interview schedule for this study did not include direct questions about race or its intersection
with gender. However, during our conversations, the interviewees brought up their racial identities in
different moments.
One reply stands out because it provides multiple nuances to the identity of Black women. Before
I had the chance to ask about her racial identity, Camila told me she felt discriminated for being a woman,
a Black woman, and an athlete. In order to confirm, I asked her if she identified herself as “negra”. Her
response was: “I am a human being. I think the matter of colors and nuances are not suitable for human
beings...”. The idea of being a human being beyond color resonated with the abstract liberalism of
mestizaje’s racist discourse. Like the discursive strategies Elena presented in the interview with a tabloid
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newspaper, Camila’s answer a priori shows an inclination to masquerade racial differences and push
forward a universalism that rather excludes her for being Black. Yet, that was not Camila’s point.
She rushed to elaborate on her own statement: “When I say I am Black, people tell me I am not that
Black. What do they mean? (...) For me, I am racially Black, but they do not understand. The fact that I am
racially Black does not mean I am different. I am a human being”. Both identities can and should coexist
in her life. While previous accounts of congress representatives’ self-identification insinuated a denial of
Blackness (Rios – Indacochea 2015), Camila’s argument presents a tension between being Black and
human. Her assertion equates accepting blackness as an identity with accepting a different treatment from
others. She might not want to be perceived as less human or be treated differently because of being Black.
Therefore, she makes explicit that both categories are compatible.
Camila’s complexion is dark enough to be categorized as Black in the Peruvian racial schema
(Roth, 2012). Other elements of her history accentuate her public categorization as a Black woman: being
a volleyball player in the 80s, wearing her hair in an afro during those years, and growing up poor. In her
interactions with people, however, being “not that Black” can be interpreted as a way of separating her from
the stigma of Blackness. The people she refers to might be saying “don’t put yourself in the same box as
that other Black people, you are not that Black”. Along with replacing Black by the euphemism
morena/moreno, this is another discursive strategy in Peruvian society that attempts to erase racial
differences while making evident that those differences exist.
The participants of this study identified themselves as Black (negra) or Afro- Peruvian in relation
to their experiences of discrimination, their families, and their bodies. The latter category is even more
salient when interviewees addressed their hair as part of their everyday lives. Here I explore the significance
of hair for their identities as Black women through the responses of two of the participants in this study.
Most of the congresswomen that participated in this study wear their hair straightened. Only one,
Beatriz, wears her hair natural and short (maybe 2 or 3 inches from the scalp) like a small afro. While we
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talked about structural inequalities in access to education, housing and wealth, she brought up the issue of
hair as part of Black girls’ experiences in school. “The hair, how you wear it for school and how other
kids… they call it bullying now, but they have always done that (racial discrimination) to girls”, she
remembered.
This opened the chance to talk about her own hair and experiences while being a politician. Beatriz
started with a personal anecdote: “I have perceived that many people define my physique by my haircut.
They act like they got confused and thought I was a man. That has happened several times, but sometimes
they were jokes”. The apparently naïve masculinization of her body also informs how racialized gender
works specifically for Black women. Far from the feminine standards, short nappy hairstyles are associated
with masculinity. As an adult, the significance of Beatriz’s hair deployed from being a potential reason for
bullying to a feature for defining or questioning her gender classification. Importantly, such deployment
demonstrates that the role of hair as a racial marker might change throughout a Black women’s life but
remains central for the perception of their bodies.
Before cutting it, Beatriz’s hair was a constant struggle. “I had my hair very big, very long, no
control, I couldn’t control it. It would get full of sand because my mom combed it with Vaseline. She also
would put vinegar to kill the bugs if I got any”, the interviewee commented. It was a whole challenge to
have curly nappy hair while living in a shantytown with no roads or pavement.
The radical change came at age 15. She decided to cut it, no more Vaseline, no more pain, no more
clips in her head. “This was more practical”, she explains, and a better option than straightening it. Since
then, she has always worn the hair in a small afro. Only once someone suggested her to straighten it, and
she could not even imagine doing so. She was already a public figure; her hair was part of who she was in
politics.
Two of her daughters relax their hair, though. She does not oppose that because “straightened or
curly, it is just a look. It is not like we straighten the hair because we don’t love it”. Camila shares a similar
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perspective about Black hair and looks: “deep inside it doesn’t matter if you wear it straight or not, or if
you braid it or not”. For her, regardless of the hairstyle, Black women are still Black women. Unlike Beatriz,
Camila straightened her hair for several years now and “it is wonderful because for me washing my zambo
hair is suffering”. With different outcomes, they both expressed disdain for long naturally curly hair.
Perceptions of Black women’s hair as impractical, a struggle or mere look are part of the Peruvian discourse
on curly hair. Not by coincidence recent narratives in Peruvian social and mass media engage in these kinds
of ideas.
‘What the Chic’, the YouTube account of the Peruvian influencer Katy Esquivel, released a video
in 2018 where she practiced an “Afro-Challenge” (What the Chic, 2018). “I got an extreme look change,
and this is what happened to my hair” is the title of the video that includes her going from straightened hair
to her natural curly one. Esquivel would not be classified as a Black woman due to her features, however,
she shares with other women of African descent a curly hair texture.
Esquivel shows her struggle with her new afro hair with a series of amusing anecdotes like
comparing her hair to a bush or a dog fur. After trying to imitate Black women’s hairstyles, the vlogger
concludes trying to style afro hair felt like torture. Fortunately for her, the struggle ended once she washed
her hair and went back “to being herself”. Although she pointed out afro hair looked phenomenal in other
girls, she agrees with Beatriz and Camila that afro hair is a burden.
The video sparked controversy (Narciso, 2018) with another vlogger, Natalia Barrera whose
YouTube channel is focused precisely on debunking myths about Afro-Peruvian population from her
perspective as an Afro-Peruvian woman. For Barrera, the video made fun of afro hair, taught it was
complicated and it was better to wear it straight, and that Black women’s hair is a disguise that can be worn
on and off. The reaction from other Peruvians sided with Esquivel, as we can see in her video comments,
to say it was the lack of self-esteem of Black women that was behind the criticism. Two other events the
year before this controversy happened to display the other side of this agreed-upon reality.
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When Ángela Leyva, a young and famous volleyball player in the Peruvian team, appeared with a
“new look” to a game in 2017 it turned into news. Instead of the traditional ponytail or bun, she jumped in
the field with a short afro. The reactions in social media were instantaneous (and negative) which resulted
in more than one newspaper website addressing the change in Leyva’s image. Her performance in the game
was pushed to the background to talk about her hair. Some newspapers focused on her fascinating ‘look’
while one newspaper made visible the racist attitude behind the apparently naïve admiration for her hair
(Peru21.pe, 2017). “What happened to her hair?”, “what has she done?”, “What is that?” are some of the
comments found on Twitter regarding her change. The critiques were harsh to Leyva using her hair as it
naturally grows from her scalp. These judgments were not anecdotical but part of a pattern that later that
year revealed again in the media.
For the first time, the beauty contest Miss Peru had four candidates of African descend in 2017.
Two of them called more attention because they were wearing their natural hair publicly. Natalia Barrera,
an Afro-Peruvian vlogger, interviewed Bélgica Guerra about her experience as a Black woman and a Miss
Peru candidate. “I have been told I am pretty, but I needed to flatten my hair urgently because my hair was
horrendous”, narrated Guerra. She considered it part of the continuous marginalization of Black features
from beauty standards and highlighted hair as a terrain of struggle inside and outside of the fashion industry.
All these events had happened within the last couple of years (2017-2018). What is new in Peruvian
society is a discourse that resists stereotypes about Black hair, here represented by Barrera’s vlog. The
discourse of resistance and appreciation of Black hair, at the same time, makes visible the traditional
negative stereotypes and attitudes about it in Peruvian society. Esquivel’s “innocent” change in looks and
comments, aligns with most Peruvian people’s ideas about the struggle, impracticality, and ugliness of
Black women’s hair. Ángela and Belgica’s experiences, on the other hand, exemplify the public judgments
Black women go through based on those stereotypes.
Beatriz and her daughters are part of a social context where wearing a hair curly are sanctioned and
wearing it straight is preferable. Loving and showing Black hair exposes those who do it to negative
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comments and undesired attention. It is not “just a look” but a racialized body marker that is exacerbated
in the lives of Black women. They may take decisions about their hair for different reasons, but those
decisions do not come without consequences in their everyday and professional lives.
Camila now straightens her hair, but it was not always like this. When she used to be a professional
volleyball player, Camila wore an afro because it was the easiest way as she had to wash it every day. With
laughs, she remembers how she had to split the hair in half to let the water in. That look was functional
while being an athlete. Later, she shifted to straightened hair as she stopped practicing volleyball. Yet, that
was not the only change in her life as she also shifted from a sports’ life to participate in politics and
business.
Underlying a script about hair as just a matter of looks, there is the idea of straightened hair as
wonderful, and curly hair as a burden. That idea is also present in these interviews. Beatriz and Camila’s
decisions about their hairs show how their looks are conscious decisions associated with their context. If
Black hair is impractical, it is in part because the system does not provide tools to successfully handle it.
The hair industry in Peru did not offer specific products for their hair texture until recently 16. On the other
hand, negative ideas about Black hair are widespread in Peruvian society and Afro- Peruvian communities.
Based on a focus group with Black women in Lima, Peru, Rocio Muñoz (2014) examines the belief
of “making the race better” and the positive perception of biological whitening within the Black community.
Hair is part of this belief because racial mixing is a way to lighten the burden of undesirable kinky hair for
their children. As one of Muñoz's respondents said, her mom did not want her to marry a Black man because
nobody would be able to handle her daughter’s hair, so she should make the race better instead (by marrying
a non-Black man). Messages like this are not intrinsically part of the Black community. Symbolic and

16
“Ondas, Rizos, Rulos, Crespos_Peru” (Waves, Curls, Curlies, Kinkies_Peru) is a Facebook group with 6.600
members created on 2016 by Rulos de Acero, a blogger that documents her “path towards natural hair”. Neither Rulos
de Acero, nor most of the people in the group are phenotypically Black. The group discusses hair texture without
talking about race. The focus of the group is on hair care and self-esteem. It has become a platform that enables access
to hair products from outside of Peru (mainly Brazil and the U.S.) through exchange or sale. It has also boosted small
businesses for hair care (stylist, hair products, counseling, etc.).
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structural practices in Peruvian society have historically assigned less value to Blackness and Black racial
markers (Muñoz, 2014). The message of Black hair as undesirable is transmitted intergenerationally until
being internalized within the Black community.
I was wearing braids when I met Camila. Talking about my hair she made some observations that
contrasted with her initial neutral assertions about hairstyles:
Camila: But with that hair, it is easier to dry outside but inside is complicated. Why don’t you
straighten your hair?
Sharun: Because I tried once, and I think they did not know how to handle my hair.
Camila: Oh yes, that is very important
Sharun: My hair is still recovering.
Camila: So now you can straighten it again.
Even though she is convinced that any hairstyle would fit her face, she prefers straightened hair for
herself, and for me. Her question regarding my decision of not straightening my hair reveals certain
expectations over my performance. I should not wear my hair naturally, even if straightening it can be
harmful and unhealthy. Her insistence, with or without intention, posited straight hair as the desirable
standard for both of us. Such a standard is not only aesthetic. Camila did not recommend me to wear my
hair straight because I would look prettier with it. Her concerns are more likely related to my place in
society if I continue to embrace a hairstyle that makes me look “Blacker”. Besides the extended belief in
Peruvian society that people will treat you according to how you look, research somewhere else
acknowledges the expectations about Black women’s hair in society (Brown, 2014; Caldwell, 2014). It is
not just a matter of looks.
The politics of appearance explains Nadia Brown (2014), mark in a different way those African
American women elected as state legislators. Based on in-depth interviews with female state legislators in
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the U.S., Brown contends skin tone and hair texture shape Black women’s experiences in political positions.
This relationship is not commonly studied in the United States and it is addressed even less in Peru. The
fact that most Black female congress representatives wear their hair straightened is evident and, at the same
time, hard to grasp in the Peruvian context. It is also hard to talk about differences within Peruvian Black
congresswomen because only two of them brought up the topic of hair.
Representation matters and most of what is presented as beautiful in Peruvian media does not look
the way Black women look naturally. Thus, Black women’s decisions about their bodies are not merely
esthetic or isolated from power relations. Their bodies, the way they present their bodies and how people
perceive them are meaningful. They are meaningful because it adds to how Black women’s bodies have
been historically marked in Peru. Hair is an element that is both disregarded as just a matter of looks and a
means of prejudice towards them.
Furthermore, the perceptions about the hair of the participants in this study are crucial because of
their public visibility as political representatives and because the political realm holds its own rules and
politics about bodies. Hair and appearance are physical cues that have political implications for Black
women in the United States. Similarly, a further study of Afro-Peruvian women’s representation in political
campaigns could provide more resources to analyze the complex relationship between Black women’s hair
and politics. Although central, hair is not the only element in Afro-Peruvian women’s experiences in
congress. The interviews also pointed to discriminatory interactions as part of Black women’s role as
congress representatives in Peru.

Experiences of Discrimination in Congress
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Along the lines of identity, congresswomen’s experiences of discrimination as Black women were
a theme marked by the constructions of race and gender. While serving as Congress representatives, a
position of status in Peruvian society, they went through situations that exacerbated their condition Black
women.
I noticed an apparent paradox among my interviewees’ narratives on discrimination. They usually
started by denying experiences of discrimination. Later, they went on telling anecdotes of people treating
them differently while being congress representatives. Like for those interviewed by Suzanne Oboler
(1996), the first reaction among Peruvians is to deny discrimination and racism.
I asked Aurora about the challenges in her political trajectory and she numbered a list of conditions
that characterize her. First was the fact of being an athlete; second, being a woman; and third, being a Black
woman. These were the reasons why she did not belong in Congress. “Sometimes I feel like they expect
nothing from them (Black women in Congress). Like saying: ‘let’s see what you can do’…”, concluded
Aurora.
She had not really found something telling her she couldn’t do it nor because she was Black neither
because she was a woman. Thus, Beatriz does not consider she faced challenges as a Black woman in
politics. Yet, she got attitudes from her fellow congress representatives. “Something like, ‘and this negra?
What is up with her? How is she going to talk to me? She has not even studied or gotten a profession!’. I
have felt it several times”.
Camila is talkative and, at the same time, keeps a defensive attitude towards some of my questions.
She talks about the hardship of being recognized as a congress representative after years of being known as
a volleyball player. Someone in Congress once made fun of her because of that. This reminded me of
political harassment, so I shared the concept with her.
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Sharun: There is research about political harassment. Previous studies show women, for instance,
experience harassment when they are in positions of power. People around them make them feel
uncomfortable, intimidate them and do not let them exercise power…
Camila: Yes, I have experienced that for being a volleyball player, for being a black woman, for
standing out…
The first time she was elected, Camila experienced this twice. First, a legislator told her the
Congress was not a volleyball field and that she had no idea where she was because she was a volleyball
player. “You have no chance to succeed here”, he said. Later, and after watching Camila’s performance in
Congress, he apologized but she still remembers the unpleasant interaction. She also remembers a
congresswoman who told her during a debate: “I’d rather see you playing volleyball than seated here”.
These experiences talk about her identity as a former volleyball player but are also related to her being a
black woman. In the Peruvian context the stereotype of the volleyball player is closely related to black
women, and vice versa. Regardless of its racially diverse composition, the Peruvian female volleyball team
is known for its Black players. At the same time, Black women are believed to be better suited for practicing
this sport (Sanchez-Leon, 1994). Thus, these are two categories intrinsically constituted.
Outside of Congress, unpleasant experiences also occurred to Camila. People questioned how she
afforded her lifestyle after she got reelected for Congress. A journalist accused her of seeking another period
in Congress to upgrade her car as she had a Mercedes Benz, a sign of luxury in Peruvian society. For
Camila, this demonstrated people rejected the idea that a poor, black and female athlete could achieve that
lifestyle by herself. She also had a nice house in an exclusive neighborhood. Her neighbor’s son would
frequently throw toilet paper to her swimming pool. When she went to confront them, he replied it was just
a matter of time before she lost everything, alluding to the end of her service in Congress. “Yes, I am Black,
I am an athlete, I have a nice house, and two Mercedes Benz in the front yard, what’s the problem? I don’t
owe a thing to nobody, I have worked for this”, Camila says with her well-known overconfident attitude.
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The journalist, her neighbor and she have been able to perceive how race, gender, and class are
built intersectionally. The opinions about Camila’s socio-economic status manifest a dissonance between
what Camila is expected to be and what she currently represents. Black Peruvian women are not supposed
to have a car, even less a Mercedes Benz or a luxurious house. Historically, the Black population and
particularly Black women had been deprived of wealth through different mechanisms, starting with
enslavement. For Peruvian society (exemplified here by Camila’s neighbor and a journalist), the historical
impoverishment of Black women becomes part of how they are defined. In that way, Camila´s situation
does not make sense unless it is through her participation in politics and the revenue it implies. Once she
leaves her political position, she would go back to be a Black woman like any other, go back to “her place”.
By the end of our interview, I asked Diana about her ethnic or racial identity. Her answer was way
longer than expected. Where other participants answered with a straight “Afroperuana”, she went on
explaining her family tree and experiences with discrimination. In the 70s it was not usual to see Black
people in universities. Yet, she was shocked when someone asked her what she was doing at her own
university. “Are you here to clean or…”, he asked. “I am here to study”, was her reply. Something similar
happened to her in graduate school. Security guards kept asking for her ID every time she approached the
door. She noticed it was not the same procedure for all the (non-black) students.
Diana’s period in Congress lasted less than a year. As part of one of her representation activities,
she borrowed one of the Congress’ cars. Her colleague wanted to borrow the same car at the same time. A
congresswoman famous in the media for her racist comments, Diana’s colleague proceeded to curse her out
of frustration. “She called me ‘negra de mierda’ when I was not there. I confronted her later by telling her
I was indeed Black, but not a ‘fucking Black’”, Diana recalls proud of her feat.
Like the other Black congresswomen interviewed, Diana received comments in Congress that make
her feel out of place. A colleague, trying to be funny asked her if she was there for dancing. Another one
confessed he was surprised by her knowledge about legislation. “Why wouldn’t I know about this?” she
asked him, without getting a clear reply.
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Camila, as the other participants in this study, have left their expected place in society to become
part of a political elite. This triggers attitudes in the context they become part of, even from other non-Black
women who become invested in degrading those Black women that make it into politics. Diana and
Camila’s experiences with other non-Black congresswomen confirm the need to approach inequality in a
rather intersectional way with qualitative methods. In numbers, all congresswomen are depicted as the
presence of women in government. At the same time, without gathering Black women’s views, we are left
with the impression their presence is not permeated by the racism that affects Black women outside of
congress. If other women treat Black women as not belonging to politics, they cannot both be addressed
with the same inclusion mechanisms (i.e. quotas) and it is not possible to understand their experiences as
mere gendered ones.
To unravel non-Black women's attitudes towards Black women in congress I should turn back to
the construction of whiteness and the distribution of privilege and power within Peruvian society. Bernd
Reiter (2009), about Brazil, suggests whiteness entails privilege and those classified as nonwhite people are
not only physically different but also miss capital and access to rights. The domination processes of
colonialism and enslavement determined a distribution of capital based on race, where whiteness signals
the presence of capital and blackness the lack of thereof. Throughout history, white elites created
mechanisms to keep their privileges and maintain the black and indigenous majority excluded. The
educational system and the legal system are used by the Brazilian elites to assure their exclusive access to
political power (Reiter, 2009).
Peruvian racial order also ranks white (and whiter) people higher in the social hierarchy, and darker
(Blacker) people at the bottom (Noles, 2019). Legal color-blindness, Noles (2019) asserts, contributes to
the perpetuation of material and symbolic barriers to the access of basic rights by non-white populations. it
is true that at the present time non-white populations are formally allowed to participate in elections and
gain political representation in instances as the congress in Brazil, Peru, and other Latin American countries.
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Nevertheless, this does not guarantee their real access to those roles. Moreover, even when they do, as the
experiences of these congresswomen illustrate, they marginalized within political institutions.
The white population is not predominant in Peru, as it represents 3.6% of the total population (INEI,
2018). Most of the population (60.2%) self-identify as Mestizo/a (INEI,2018). This demographic
composition does not challenge the position of whiteness at the top of the social and racial hierarchy.
Mestizaje possesses an underlying discourse about whitening that pretends to leave behind Black and
indigenous roots through the racial mixture (Noles, 2019). Peruvians who claim to be mestizos/as are
likewise claiming proximity to whiteness that provides them with a share of social and political privileges.
Precisely because proximity is not the same as being white, this whiteness needs to be continuously
reassured among Peruvians. People often feel the need to remind the “other” which is their place in order
to reinforce their own situation of privilege in society. The racialization and degradation of Black people
serve to ensure the privilege of some in detriment of others. The non-black congresswomen comments
reflect those power dynamics. In order to reaffirm their own position of privilege in society, they otherize
the Black women around them. Ironically, because of the patriarchal nature of the Peruvian state (Boesten,
2012), neither of them is expected to occupy positions of political power.
Following Lemelle’s (2010) theorization of Black masculinities in the U.S., I interpret the social
relation between Black and non-Black Peruvian women as the struggle among lower-status classes for
transforming the patriarchal hegemonic order. In this case, non-Black Peruvian women reinforce racial
separation in an attempt to create a dominant position that they do not hold in relation to their male
counterparts.
These experiences are problematic beyond their individual political trajectories. To what extent
overcoming structural and material barriers to political positions is enough to change the hegemonic
construction of political power? Black Peruvian women, as a collective are excluded from within. “AfroPeruvian women are caught amid visibility and invisibility within dominant Peruvian society that
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oppressively sexualizes or belittles them in one setting and ignores them in another” (Falcon, 2008). Their
presence in politics is disruptive because political power is predominantly male and white 17. Next, I explore
how Afro-Peruvian congresswomen’s situation also disrupts structural and socioeconomic conditions.

Class and Sports
“What is the role of education in the whitening of Black women?”, someone from the audience
asked me after I presented the preliminary findings of this study in Lima, Peru. The statement “money
whitens” is part of the Peruvian racial imaginary (Santos, 2002). Money and social mobility, for some
Peruvian scholars, destabilize racial categorization in a context where it is already hard to define who is
who. Instead of racial colors, Peruvians have diverse cultural colors that can change according to someone’s
language, education, and income. According to this approach to race and racism in Peru, Black
congresswomen should have significantly destabilized their racial categorization.
The National Congress is at the top of the Peruvian state hierarchy. Its members are elected through
general elections which are also competitive. Being a congress representative in Peru does not only mean
access to political power but an upgrade on income. Peruvian legislators receive around US$9,400 monthly,
which represents sixteenth times the country’s minimum salary.
The participants’ experiences challenge the idea that money whitens or that social status can
destabilize racial classification and, therefore, discrimination. As Tanya Golash - Boza (2010) suggests
some people in Peru experience blackness as a rather fixed category that does not change over the course
of one’s life. While this process (whitening) could be a possibility for indigenous people, as other studies
indicate, it did not apply to the participants of this study.

Even when late Peruvian political history included 3 non-white presidents, their race was acknowledged every
time it was possible by the media and public opinion.

17
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Why is it that money does not destabilize racial classification? Camila, Beatriz, Aurora, and Diana
might use their hair in different ways and might have experienced an improvement in their living conditions
(either through politics, sports or their own companies). They also have held positions of alleged authority
and political power. None of these conditions have prevented them from being racialized and categorized
as Black women. They carry unambiguous racial markers that have been historically constructed as deviant
and as a means of locating people in Peruvian social hierarchy. Although noticeable and famous, their
stories do not manage to defeat a whole structure that has hierarchized skin colors, hair textures and other
elements of phenotype for over five centuries. Blackness is already marked with low status. As they embody
blackness, they are also located at the bottom of the hierarchy.
Their social status is not merely symbolical, though. The simultaneous genderization and
racialization of populations generate material consequences of inequality that have also affected the elected
officials of this study. Structurally, congressional Afro-Peruvian women have a history like that of other
Afro-Peruvian women. They come from predominantly Afro-Peruvian neighborhoods with humble living
conditions and most of them did not have access to higher university education.
Black women in Peruvian congress are not whiter because they became part of a political elite. If
they currently experience a different socio-economic status than the average Afro-Peruvian woman, their
situation is circumstantial and lasts while they are serving as representatives. Diana, elected only once in
2000, kept working for a couple of political campaigns in other political parties but once she decided to
dedicate full time to her company her political participation ended. This is different from other members of
the Peruvian political elite who even when they are not elected are considered leaders of public opinion.
Another characteristic that made a difference in the lives of the Black women elected for Congress
was their background as professional athletes. Their socio-economic situation changed radically after they
became professional volleyball players. They have traveled the world, lived in other countries and have
turned into national celebrities.
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The identity as volleyball players also emerged in the interviews. Scholars already perceived their
sports background to be a crucial trait of the Black women in congress. Half of the participants attributed
their election as congress representatives to their fame as former volleyball players. Those who worked as
professional athletes got the chance to pursue academic degrees through their athletic careers. This,
however, did not ensure their access to a college degree.
Camila's popularity was such that in 2011 she was number one on the list of candidates of her party.
The first time she was chosen was in 2000 (Wood, 2012). In 1998, she worked as a municipal councilor of
Villa María del Triunfo. Similarly, Elena served as an advisor to a parliamentary group in the year
immediately prior to being elected as a congresswoman.
These participations in the political field prior to their election as representatives are not necessarily
detached from their sports career. As reported by an IPS news report (Páez, 2011) in 2011, women with
recognition in other areas outside of politics are seen as “magnets” of votes.
The former volleyball players elected to the Peruvian Congress do not have relatives who have participated
in politics. Nor did they participate in community organizations, or as partisan activists before starting their
political careers. Afro-Peruvian women mark an alternative path to the legislature.
When asked about their process to election, the interviewees agreed to mention volleyball as a key
element:
“Well, I am a public figure since I am 16 years old. So I've always been a visible face, right? In the
media, I have always been identified by my character and force when playing and transmitting that
to my teammates, right? It has not been difficult that at the time several political groups have shown
interest in me in being part of their candidates’ lists” (Interview # 1).
I asked the participants about the challenges to be elected as representatives. Their answers diverge.
For the first interviewee, being an athlete, being a woman and being a “black woman” (in that order) were
challenges for her political career. She perceived that, because of these conditions, she was not expected to
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hold a political position. "Sometimes I have had the feeling that nothing is expected of them (Afro-Peruvian
women) as if saying ‘let’s see what you can do’”. Her response also highlighted the stereotype that links
skin color with the lack of higher education or "not being a prepared person."
On the same question, another participant indicated that she did not face challenges in being elected.
The media contributed to her process by always inviting her into broadcasting spaces. The reception was
not the same within her colleagues. As she said, a congressman told her whether she thought congress was
a volleyball field because she was a volleyball player and that she had no chance of success. On another
occasion, a colleague at the congress told her "that she would rather see her in the fields than see her sitting
there." For the interviewee, these expressions were related in part to the fact that sports do not "provide
much political status."
These experiences speak of their condition as former volleyball players, but they are also related to
their identity as Afro-Peruvian women. In the Peruvian context, the stereotype of the volleyball player is
closely related to Afro-Peruvian women and vice versa. Despite its racially diverse composition, the
Peruvian women's volleyball team is known for its Afro-descendant players. At the same time, it is believed
that women of African descent are better equipped to practice this sport (Sánchez-León, 1994). Thus, these
two categories are intrinsically constituted.
For one of the participants, the number of Afro-Peruvian women in congress is not surprising because
"they have not been perceived as Afro-Peruvian women, but as athletes." Because they were volleyball
players, they would have had the opportunity to overcome the conditions of race and gender. When asked
about the presence of Afro-Peruvian women in Congress, one of the respondents answered:
“It is not so rare, they have not looked at them as Afro-Peruvians, but as athletes. (...) it was because
they were volleyball players. There I do not think it was a matter of gender and race, but I think it
is an opportunity they had as athletes. So, obviously, the presidential candidate wanted to win”
(Interview # 4).
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This answer illustrates the perception of former volleyball players as tools to gain more votes. In
addition, it opens a possible interpretation of former volleyball players as non-Afro-Peruvians, but mainly
athletes. One condition, being athletes, temporarily reduces the salience of the other, being Black women,
in the political sphere and that allows their presence in government.
Being a volleyball player destabilizes some of the structural barriers that prevent Afro-Peruvian
women from accessing decision-making spaces. Previous studies on the inequalities in access to political
power of Afro-descendant women recognize as structural barriers the racial discourses and inequalities in
levels of poverty, education, and salaries of the Afro-descendant population in general (Htun, 2014).
Oliveira (2019), on the Brazilian case, points out that it is the sum of several factors that keeps the Afrodescendant population underrepresented in politics. Among those factors are the budget of electoral
campaigns and the exclusion from political parties. That is, social and economic inequalities are barriers to
the inclusion of Afro-descendant women in political spaces. Conversely, the amount of resources available
to former professional volleyball players who are part of this study differs from the reality of most AfroPeruvian women. Symbolically, their fame through volleyball served to attract the attention of political
parties, achieve the necessary votes to be elected and bigger campaign funds.
The professional practice of volleyball and the recognition that comes from this practice also
destabilize the socioeconomic inequalities that affect Afro-Peruvian women. While narrating the
discrimination situations she had experienced, one of the participants emphasizes first their identities and
then, in contrast, their acquisitions:
“I am black, I am an athlete, I have a super house and two Mercedes Benz, what is the problem? I
don't owe anyone anything, it has cost me ...” (Interview # 3)
The contrast in this statement is between being black and an athlete, and possessions that are
markers of economic status as a "super house" and "two Mercedes Benz." What is the problem? The
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participant understands that the people around her do not expect a black athlete to have access to those
goods. If she has succeeded, it has been through her sports career.
The reduction of structural barriers to be elected to congress and the destabilization of
socioeconomic inequalities is not definitive, but temporary. The effects of such reduction are relative
because their bodies, simultaneously racialized and gendered, are also tied to a socio-economic status that
is noticeable in their interactions with people. As I have discussed here, being volleyball players and elected
officials does not prevent their racialization as Black women nor they become totally assimilated as part of
the political elite. Instead of being resituated in Peruvian society, they occupy ambiguous spaces of
exception as I will explain in the following section.

Ambiguous Spaces of Exception
Through volleyball, Afro-Peruvian women occupy what David Wood (2012) calls ambiguous
spaces of exception. The way in which they are portrayed does not necessarily challenge the existent
constructions of race and gender. Rather they are built as exceptions to those constructions, to a certain
extent. The fact that they are recognized for their athletic achievements or elected as congress
representatives does not mean deeply engrained attitudes about issues of race and gender have disappeared.
An account of the history of volleyball in Peru is illustrative of this matter. Abelardo Sanchez-Leon
(1994) recognized that volleyball was a woman’s best track for social mobility, in a sort of women’s
liberation path. It provides them with a role in public life and recognition. On the other hand, sports did not
tend to be very democratic.
“Anatomically speaking”, Sanchez-Leon continued, “they [sports] demand precise physical
adaptation and volleyball, in this sense, requires attributes best suited to blacks and whites” (Sanchez-Leon
1994, p. 145). Fortunately for Peru, the main volleyball players of its national team were Black. SanchezLeon presented small biographies about two of them, with a focus on their physical appearance and their
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appeal to men (Wood, 2012). Thus, the same successful Black women that achieved social mobility through
sports, were resituated within the hyper-sexualized stereotypes around their bodies. Their spaces of
exception have limits.
Similarly, the other two participants of this study also represent ambiguous spaces of exception in
their access to political positions. Beatriz was elected after years of working as a community organizer.
What made the difference in her political career was her link to her sister, a widely recognized community
activist who was assassinated years prior. Beatriz’s sister is, since the 90s, a symbol of resistance during
the years of terrorist violence in Peru. Some attribute to her fame, the election of Beatriz. In our interview,
she recognizes the significance of her sister to her formation as a political actor 18.
Diana is exceptional in the sense of her access to higher education, to the degree of specialization
in a context where most Black women luckily finish high school. There is no data for the time when she
went to college, but as of now, 11.5% of Black women access university higher education, compared to the
national average of 19.3%. Some research (Valdivia, Benavides, and Torero, 2005) calculates the rate of
university graduation is even lower (1.7%) and non-existent for postgraduate degrees. This is even true for
the other participants of this study. None of them have college degrees.
Besides obtaining a degree in Economics, Diana already had a long trajectory working for the
government by the time she got elected in 2000. This also sets her aside from most Black women who
occupy unskilled labor positions. In 2014, 8.6% of women interviewed for the Specialized Study on AfroPeruvian Population were professional scientists and intellectuals. Only 4% of men had the same type of
profession. This difference is slight compared to the percentages for unskilled labor. The number of Black
women who worked in unskilled labor positions was 35.9%, almost 10 points higher than Black men in
similar positions who were 26% (Benavides, Leon, Espezúa, & Wangeman, 2015).

Beatriz’ sister is recognized for her leftist trend. Ironically, Beatriz got elected through and is currently an advocate
for Fujimorim, a right-wing political group lead by Alberto Fujimori, a former president sentenced for crimes against
humanity.

18
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The congress representatives here studied have gotten access because of their exceptional
conditions and not because of being Black women. Stated differently, they have been elected despite being
Black women. Their presence in Congress is a product of individual efforts or conditions. It does not
challenge the status quo, nor break structural barriers.
Men from majority groups have more possibilities of being elected or appointed for political
positions than minority women, even when quotas are enacted (Hughes, 2011). Likewise, because power
is built in relation to whiteness (Noles, 2019; Telles and Flores, 2013), those racialized as Black are
marginalized from the political sphere. However, their bodies are hyper-visible in Congress because they
are not expected to be there.
The stereotypes surrounding Black women and sports play a double role in this. By means of being
recognized athletes, 3 out of 5 congresswomen were elected. At the same time, their athletic background
emphasized their condition as Black women, thus their presence in Congress was even more disruptive.
When Black women play volleyball, they are in their “natural place”, if they leave the fields to become
politicians, they are reminded that it is not their place through everyday interactions.

Conclusion
The congresswomen here studied are subjects of racialization even if they do not publicly identify
as Black or of African descent. It is through the body markers that they are categorized and treated
accordingly. On the other hand, the interviewees of this study claim their identities as Black or AfroPeruvian women regardless of the stigma associated with blackness in Peruvian society. This happened in
a non-public setting and in interaction with a Black female interviewer. Such circumstances might have
played a role in their openness to discuss race and racial discrimination.
The interviewees “feel race” and are aware of their categorization as Black. In response, they use
scripts about universal equality and color-blindness to resist racial categorization. They simultaneously
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claim an identity that contrasts with their discourse about Black hair as undesirable or just a matter of looks.
The scripts available in Peruvian society about Black hair contribute to making sense of that paradox.
Because they are not expected to be in political spaces, the participants registered everyday
experiences of discrimination based on being Black women or volleyball players, which is closely related
to be a Black woman. Neither their new socio-economic status nor their situation as political authorities
prevented people from treating them contemptuously. Furthermore, if Black women are treated as nonbelonging in the political realm it is because political power has been built as white through colonialism
and enslavement in Peru. In contrast, Blackness has been closely constructed to racial body markers that
are hard to destabilize. Nor money nor power are capable of racially recategorizing the participants of this
study.
The professional athletes’ background of most of the participants influences their circumstances as
well. For them, their fame as volleyball players explains their success in elections. I also consider that their
experiences as volleyball players potentially destabilize the socioeconomic inequalities they would face if
they were an average Black Peruvian woman. Yet, all the participants, athletes and not athletes, had similar
socio-economic backgrounds while growing up. They also share those characteristics with other AfroPeruvian women (according to the data available).
Like a different side from the same coin, key moments in the lives of this group of women
determined their presence in congress. Thus, I conclude the Afro-Peruvian women elected for congress
occupy ambiguous spaces of exception: they got access to power because of their exceptional conditions,
in comparison to other Black women but do not transform the racialized and gendered social structures.
This might be one explanation for why other Black women still feel underrepresented in power.
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Conclusions
This research aimed to explore how race and gender shape Peruvian Black women’s experiences
and political trajectories. In order to do so, I interviewed Black women elected for the Peruvian National
Congress. Using intersectionality as a framework I analyzed how they experience race and gender as
intertwined. Following, I present the conclusions of my research using the framework of domains-of-power
built by Collins (2000).
Structural domain-of-power
In the structural domain, Afro-Peruvian women in general experience inequalities in access to
education, income, employment and health services. Official data from the government census is missing
in this aspect. Conversely, the gender-based and race-based policies leave Afro-Peruvian women more
vulnerable to inequalities. This is also true in the aspect of political rights, where mechanisms of inclusion
do not address racial diversity in general, nor Afro-Peruvian women specifically.
Afro-Peruvian women have resisted that situation of structural vulnerability by organizing
themselves and by taking leadership roles within government social programs. Some Afro-Peruvian women
have also occupied positions in other levels of government. We have yet to find out if their political
participation helped the collective of Afro-Peruvian women resist in some way.
The story of Delia Zamudio, an activist and leader of the workers union who attempted to obtain
higher education without success, reminds us that the access to socio economic right is not dissociated from
political rights. Zamudio ran for elections at both the worker union board and for the national parliament
without success either.
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Most of the congresswomen here studied, like Zamudio, did not get access to higher education
either. Simultaneously, their stories show that sports were a way of upward mobility. The case of volleyball
players emphasizes that most Black women cannot access political power unless they present an
extraordinary condition such as being nationally famous. Ambiguous exceptions do not challenge structural
barriers to access to power. Rather, the elected congresswomen negotiated individually their paths to
political power.

Cultural domain-of-power
Machismo is a pervasive cultural belief in Peru and Latin America. However, its effects do not help
explain Peruvian Black women’s experiences because the racialization of their bodies marks their different
position within the gender structure. Their gender is built through race in their case. The mainstream
Peruvian feminists claims from the introduction talk to this situation: for some of them Peruvians can be
divided either in terms of women and men or in terms of white, black and indigenous.
Although there is a strong stigma surrounding Blackness, the participants of this study claimed
their identities as Black women. They also denied racism in first instance but then they narrated experiences
of discrimination. Theories about whitening in Peruvian society are somehow disproved with this. First,
even when their social status changed, they both recognized themselves as Black women and are treated by
other as such.

Disciplinary domain-of-power
From the literature review I grasped that body politics. There are several stereotypes and standards
that aim to discipline Black women’s bodies. Particularly through hair and hairstyles in Brazil and the
United States. Part of the interviewees show awareness of what is expected from their hairs. I do not have
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enough information available to make the link between the disciplinization of body markers like hair and
the political realm. Further research could explain why most Afro-Peruvian women in congress opt for
wearing their hair straightened.
Stereotypes about Black women in Peruvian society determine where they belong to and where
they do not. For instance, Black women belong to sports and volleyball. When they perform in that space,
people celebrate them. The impact of volleyball is translated into votes that get them elected. Once they
become congresswomen they are out of their natural place, and people around them make it explicit.

Interpersonal domain-of-power
Everyday experiences of gendered racism illustrate the tensions that the presence of Black female
bodies produce when they are “out of place”. Those experiences coexist with the racialization of Black
women’s bodies by others. In that sense, their reluctancy to publicly claim blackness turns into a strategy
of resisting the constant categorization as Black with all the prejudice that implies.

Further research
Previous accounts about Afro-Peruvian political participation, found the Afro-Peruvian congress
representatives (women and men) did not represent the interests of the Afro-Peruvian population. They also
rendered problematic the political parties in which those representatives participate. Most of them were
candidates for Fujimorism, a controversial political group.
All of them have participated with issues related to Afro-Peruvian population, in one way or another, even
for short periods of time. The difference in perceptions about the representatives performance can be
attributed to the fact that they had not embraced openly the anti-racist fight, nor a Black feminist agenda.
At the same time, congresswomen’s reserve about their racial identities can be explained, not justified, by
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the political cost it would have for them. Like one of Htun´s (2014) interviewee, they might not consider
strategic to label themselves in racial terms.
When asked about their affiliation to their political parties, three out of four of my interviewees reported
being guests of their groups. They got elected through their ambiguous exceptional conditions, that mostly
align with stereotypes about Afro-Peruvian women. Does that mean they become powerful or got access to
political power? Collins (2017) warns us about token inclusion and the role of minority representatives as
visible without real authority. Further research about the role these women had played in relation to the
Congress structure can help illuminate their degree of influence.

Conclusion
Black Peruvian women elected for congress are categorized and treated as Black women in terms
of racism, discrimination and media representation. They were elected despite being Black women. Yet,
being Black women marked them throughout their political lives. This displays how racialized and gendered
bodies are simultaneously hyper visible and invisible. Black Peruvian women remain absent even when
they are present. Black women’s relation to political power in Peru is that of simultaneous presence and
absence.
The Black women who participated in this study were elected as congress representatives, but the
magnitude of their political power is in question. Their mere presence within a political institution does not
guarantee their effective political power neither individually, nor collectively as representatives of Black
Peruvian women. I argue this happens because political power remains a gendered and racialized place,
where Black women are not expected to access. When they do, as their experiences show, they are subject
to discriminatory discourses among their peers. Although they become figures of allegedly authority, they
are still read through their gendered racial markers.
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Their specific experiences as Black women in congress reveal the intersectional system of
oppression that shape their marginalization from political power. While being in congress, they are “out of
place” because they were never expected to occupy does positions. In Peruvian society, the racialization of
their bodies, through their physical markers, locates them in other places: sports, arts, domestic service.
This is a way in which racism works in Peru intersectionally.
In this study it was possible to observe how gendered racism is tied to stereotypes about Black
women. What is expected from them is based in historical constructions inscribed into their bodies. The
congress is one of those places where they are not supposed to be. Here I based my analysis of four Black
women whose position in the political realm challenged those constructions without really modifying them.
The same stereotypes and the same constructions about power could prevent overall Black Peruvian women
from seeking positions of political power at all. This besides the structural barriers like poverty and lack of
access to higher education.
Male and female congress representatives reminded the Afro-Peruvian congresswomen of this
study which was “their place”. The fact that non-Black women mistreat Black women in congress
reinforced the need of an intersectional perspective in the matter. Gender quotas does not acknowledge that
there are differences among women due to racialization. Their marginalization from political positions is
not explained merely by the predominance of men in politics. Even when the majority in Peru identifies as
mestizo, whiteness is still at the top of the social and racial hierarchy.
They were elected through exceptional conditions like their sports performance which does not
even tokenize them as representatives of other Afro-Peruvian women in congress. Their presence is related
to the interest of political parties in getting more positions elected. In this sense, their presence might act
symbolically, as Htun (2016) conveys, because they can change what is expected from people who look
like them. Whether that is their effect on Peruvian politics remains an open question.
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Appendix 1: Interview schedule
This guide was built following Saint Germain and Chavez Metoyer’s interview schedule for Women
Legislators in different countries of Central America (2008). The interviews were conducted in Spanish.
Political Party:
Date:
1. Background
1.1. Current age:
1.2. Place of Birth:
1.3. Childhood was spent mainly in:
1.4. Education:
1.5. Occupation or area of training:
1.6. Current employment:
1.7. Parents’ occupations—Father:
Mother:
1.8. Marital status:
1.9. Number of children and ages:
1.10.
For your costumes, and ancestors, do you feel or identify as 19:
2. Political Trajectory
2.1. At what age did you first become interested in politics?
2.2. Have other members of your family been active in politics?
2.3. What did you do during the latest period of crisis?
2.4. In what groups have you been active, e.g., agricultural, business, charitable or voluntary,
educational, labor or union, political, professional, religious, social, student or youth, or women’s
groups?
2.5. Did involvement in any of these groups lead to your serving in the national legislature?
2.6. How exactly did you come to be a representative in the national legislature?
2.7. Did you experience any challenges to be elected? Which were those challenges
2.8. How did you overcome those challenges?
2.9. What other government or public positions have you held, either elected or appointed?
2.10.
How long have you been a member of your party?
2.11.
What party offices do you hold?
2.12.
How long do you expect to continue to be a representative? (when pertinent)
2.13.
Are there other political positions which you would like to hold?
2.14.
What would you do if you left the national legislature? (when pertinent)
2.15.
Are you still involved in politics?
2.16.
Are you planning to run for elections again?
3. Role in the National Legislature
3.1. What are the ideal qualities of a representative? What should a representative be like?
3.2. Are there differences for women?
3.3. Are there differences for Black women?
19

Question inspired in 2017 Peruvian National Census. The original question provides options as quechua, aimara, or
native from the Amazonia. We leave it as an open question as the racial categories used for people of African Descent
can trigger discomfort. Negra, morena, zamba, and mulata are at the same time census categories and derogatory terms
in Peru’s everyday live. Previous accounts on this topic (Htun 2012, 2014) point to the lack of self-identification
among Black people in positions of representation.
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3.4. What are the activities you engage in as a representative?
3.5. How much time do you devote to each of these activities?
3.6. What offices do you hold in the legislature?
3.7. To what committees are you assigned?
3.8. How long have you been serving in the legislature?
4. District Relations
4.1. District represented:
4.2. Type of district: urban/rural
4.3. Time lived in the district:
4.4. As a representative, who or what do you feel you represent?
4.5. As a woman representative, do you feel you have a special obligation to represent the interests of
women in the national legislature?
4.6. Do you feel you have a special obligation to represent the interests of Black women in the national
legislature?
4.7. Do you feel you have a special obligation to represent the interests of Black people in the national
legislature?
4.8. What do you do as a representative in your district?
4.9. How much time do you spend on these activities?
4.10.
Are there any differences between what you think this job is, and how your constituents
see it?
4.11.
What do you like most about the job of a representative?
4.12.
What do you like least about the job of a representative?
4.13.
How do you carry your party’s message to the people in your district?
5. Policy Specialization
5.1. Do you consider yourself an expert in any particular subject of legislation?
5.2. Have you been active in legislation on women’s issues/ ethnic-racial issues?
6. Experiences with discrimination
6.1. What do you think about the situation of women in Peru?
6.2. What do you think about the situation of the Black Peruvian population?
6.3. What do you think about the situation of Black women in Peru?
6.4. Have you ever felt discriminated?
6.5. Why do you think that was?
7. Other Comments
7.1. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
7.2. Thank you for your participation in this interview.
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Appendix 2: Letter of Institutional Support
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